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MEMBERS: 
Darlene Allen 
EdBearn 
T. Bumgardner 
Lisa Caskey 
Joy Cecil 
Gaylena Cline 
Rhonda Crisp 
*R. Holbrook 
Mike Hopper 
Kristie Jenkins 
. MSU ARCHIVES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
STAFF CONGRESS MINUTES 
JANUARY 5, 2004 
David Jessie 
Linda Kegley 
*Lake Kelly 
*DonnaKing 
M. LaFontaine 
Jeffrey Liles 
Rhonda Mackin 
*TerryMays 
*AinyMoore 
Pam Moore 
LoraPace 
Belva Sammons 
Dallas Sammons 
Rhonda Sloan 
Doug Snedegar 
"ll AI9 
Stephanie Stewart 
Willis Taylor 
Cindy Thompson 
Jonell Tobin 
Rick Williams 
*Denotes member was absent 
IIGuests: 
Roger Barker-DIrector of Human Resources, Gene Caudill-Director of Physical Plant 
and Staff Regent 
Chair Pace called the meeting to order at 1 :05 p.m. A quorum was present. Guests were welcomed. 
IMotion: liTo approve the December 1, 2003 minutes as submitted 
1PI ======~llproposed: Rep. Tobin IISeconded: Rep. P. Moore 
ICalled for Vote: IIPassed 
Charr Pace remmded members th,at all Staff Congress meetmgs through May 
will be in the Riggle Room. The location ofthe June luncheon will be 
Chair's Report announced at a later date. 
Roger Barker will give a report about time-off to exercise at the Wellness 
Center during 'Discussion'. 
Vice-Chair's Report Vice-Chair Stewart reported that the quarterly Newsletter will be out this 
month. 
I~ecretary's Report __ JNo report. _ 
~- "------" ""-_ .. __ ._. -- -----
Committee Reports 
i 
i 
I 
! 
I 
1 
i , 
I 
Credentials and Rep. LaFontame announced that the committee Will start meetmg soon about i 
Elections the upcoming election. Twelve positions are up for election; two positions are[ for two-year terms. I 
University Standing INO report. I Appointments j 
IFiscal Affairs IiNo report. , I , 
01126/20041:40 PM 
) , 
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Personnel Policies and 
Benefits 
Rep. Hopper reported that the COmmIttee met before Christmas about PG-24 i 
and the structure ofthe University Benefits Committee, but there was not a I 
quorum. The committee is looking at whether son-in-law and i 
daughter-in-law should be added to the list of immediate family for which we 'I 
could receive up to three days leave for a funeral. Also, is there an interest in , 
exploring adding other relationships to the list? The committee will meet this I 
month and report back at the next meeting. Roger Barker will be meeting I 
with Faculty Senate at their next meeting to discuss the structure of the I 
University Benefits Committee. i 
Old Business - none 
New Business - none 
Discussiou 
, 
Roger Barker said they are working on the logistics for time-offto exercise at the Wellness Center. He 
is speCUlating that Dr. Eaglin will initially send out a memo to all supervisors to let them know that the 
structure is campus wide and should be .accessible to everyone. The actual mechanics of it is still in 
progress. Gene Caudill said he favors this proposal if we were in the midst of good times, but he doesn't 
see how we can afford it at this time. Ifhis department takes advantage of this, it would mean a drastic 
reduction in services. 
Roger Barker reported there was a slight glitch with the pharmaceutical cards with the new insurance. A 
few people showed up as not having insurance. The problem has been isolated and as far as he knows 
has been corrected. 
Gene Caudill asked when data would be available to show how the insurance claims for the past year 
turned out. Were we in the red or the black last year? Roger Barker said the last preliminary figures 
showed we were close to breaking even. Final figures will not be in until April. 
Rep. B. Sammons asked ifthere has been any changes to the Performance Evaluations for this year. 
Roger Barker said the process is the same as last year. The President is striving for a 5% increase in 
salaries. 
Rep. Tobin thought it would be nice if Staff Congress expressed thanks for the extra day off during the 
holiday break. 
IIPassed 
II 
I To send a memo t,o the PreSIdent !to, ,m ,Statt Congress ex, pressmg thank" ,s,' t( 0, r the 
extra day off during the holiday break (January 2) 
IICalled for Vote: 
'1lProposed: Rep.'B. Sammons ..,... IISeconded:"yice-Chair Stewart 
Regent's Report 
Staff Regent Caudill reported that there will be some major armouncements at Convocation tomorrow. 
Everyone should try to attend. 
Announcements 
Our next meeting will be February 2 at I p.m. in the Riggle Room. 
Convocation will be tomorrow in the Duncan Recital Hall at 10:00 a.m. 
01126120041:40 PM 
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Business Days are Wednesday through Friday this week. 
jlMotion: liTo adjOurn 
it IIProposed: VIce-Chair Stewart IISeconded: Rep. Kegley 
1~~~Eall~e~dn£~or~v~o~t~e:==~II:~p~~se~d==================~~====================~I 
Minutes submitted by: Rhonda Crisp, Secretary 
30f3 q 1126/2004 1 :40 PM 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
STAFF CONGRESS MINUTES 
FEBRUARY 2, 2004 
MSU ARCHIVES 
CJIAI1 
MEMBERS: 
Darlene Allen Gaylena Cline David Jessie Jeffrey Liles Lora Pace Stephanie Stewart 
Ed Beam Rhonda Crisp Linda Kegley Rhonda Mackin Belva Sammons Willis Taylor 
T. Bnmgardner *R. Holbrook *Lake Kelly *TerryMays Danas Sammons Cindy Thompson 
Lisa Caskey Mike Hopper 'Donna King Amy Moore 'Rhonda Sloan 'Jonell Tobin 
Joy Cecil Kristie Jenkins *M. LaFontaine Pam Moore Doug Snedegar Rick Williams 
"Denotes member was absent 
IGuests: IIRoger Barker-DIrector of Human Resources, Ronald Eaglm-Presldent 
Chair Pace called the meeting to order at 1 :04 p.m. A quorum was present. Guests were welcomed. 
Business was suspended so President Eaglin could address Congress about the budget. President 
Eaglin started out on a very positive note: no one will be laid-off, no one's hours will be reduced, no 
benefits will be cut, and no one will be forced to retire. These things are not in the university's plans 
and never have been. The budget is a serious issue though. The State of Kentucky is broke and does 
not have enough money to meet its obligations. Education must do its share and give some money 
back to the state; Morehead State University's share is $2.6 million. With the recurring budget 
reduction and an increase in unavoidable operating costs such as utilities, insurance, etc., we need to 
raise 3.4 million dollars to keep the university moving in a positive direction next year. The 
President's Cabinet is looking for ways to reduce recurring costs without touching personnel or 
benefits and still maintaining a high quality education experience for the students. Some members of 
Staff Congress will be asked to be on a committee to help with the decisions on budget cuts with the 
same parameters given to the cabinet. 
On another note, President Eaglin said the ADS's will be receiving their money July 1, but it will not 
be retroactive. This money will be in addition to any raise they would normally get. 
President Eaglin was asked about the 3 hours work time to be used at the Wellness Center that he had 
mentioned at a previous meeting. He said that it was a good idea that had gotten 
complicated; supervisors told him all the problems that it would cause for their departments. Instead, 
they are in the process of trying to come up with some programs that employees can sign-up to 
attend. 
IMotion: 
I 
ICalled for Vote: 
Chair's Report 
liTo approve tlie January 5, 2004 mmutes as su6mltted 
IIProposed: Rep. P. Moore IISeconded: Rep. Kegley 
IIPassed 
ChaIr Pace said Statf Congress will have representatIOn on the budget task 
force. She doesn't have any other details, but will email members when 
information becomes available. 
I 
I 
I 
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IVice-Chair's Report IINo report. I 
Isecretary.s Report I Secretary Cnsp reported that $103.60 was spent out ofthe supply account for the month ofJanuary. There is a remaining balance of$3,255.31. 
Committee Reports 
Rep. Snedegar reported !Jlat the commIttee met on Fnday. They dIscussed 
the upcoming election. He brought a handout that outlined the schedule for 
the election activities. They are looking for ways to cut down on costs of 
Credentials and the election. There are 12 positions to be elected this year. Two positions 
Elections are for two year tenns. Members should encourage participation in the election. 
Also, there has been a problem with attendance at meetings. Letters are 
being sent to members involved. 
Umversity StandIng INO report. 
I Appointments 
Rep. B. Sammons reported that her commIttee had met. VIce-President 
Beth Patrick had sent infonnation from the state on budget cuts. She will 
keep the committee up-to-date. Before Christmas, the committee had 
asked for members to talk with their constituents and email ideas to the 
committee on ways the university could save money. They did not receive 
even one response. 
The committee also discussed the Wellness Center, rumors about 
retirement, and the transfer issue. Rep. B. Sammons checked with Human 
Fiscal Affairs Resources on the issue of people possibly being denied positions because 
there was not enough money in the department budget when the 7.5% raise 
went into effect; they said it was a departmental call not a Human 
Resources call. The committee felt that the UAR should be looked at 
regarding this issue. The Personnel Policies & Benefits Committee will be 
asked to look at this. 
The committee has a motion that will be brought forward during 'new 
business' concerning the speed limit behind Ginger Hall and the hill that 
leads to the parking lot being slick. 
Personnel Policies Rep. A. Moore SaId the commIttee met and WIll bnng torward two motIons 
and Benefits during 'new business' concerning PG-24 and the Employee Benefits Committee. 
Old Business - none 
New Business 
http://www.morehead-st.eduJunits/congress/scfeb2004.html 02/1112004 
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The Statl Congress FIscal Atllurs Comrrnttee IS requestmg two Issues be 
addressed: 
(1) The speed limit behind Ginger Hall be better enforced. There have been 
several accidents since the one-way street changed directions. A couple of 
these have been close calls for serious injuries. 
Motion: (2) A handrail be placed at the entrance ofthe faculty/staff parking lot on the 
hill behind the library. Several of our personnel have fallen or slipped on ice. 
The hill has a tendency to be slippery even when wet. 
We are requesting that the Congress approve this and it be forwarded to Vice-
Presidents Weathers and Walters and that they work with their appropriate 
personnel to address these issues. 
I IIProposed: FIscal Afllnrs CommIttee IISeconded: None Neeaea 
ICalled for Vote: IIPassea 
!Motion: 
I That P.U-24 be amended to mclude Daughter-m-Law and Son-m-Law m the 
list of ImmedIate family members for whom paId leave IS granted m the event 
of a death or funeral. 
I 
I Proposed: Personnel PoliCies & 
Benefits Committee Iseconded: None Needed 
ICalled for Vote: IIPassea 
Motion: 
That the OttIcers sectIOn ot the Employee BenetIts Comrrnttee descnptIOn be 
changed from: "Officers: The Director of Human Resources; a Vice Chair, 
and a Secretary to be selected by the committee from the membership." To: 
"Officers: A Chair; a Vice Chair, and a Secretary to be selected by the 
committee from the membership." 
I 
I Proposed: Personnel PolICIes & 
B enefi ts Committee Iseconded: None Needed 
ICalled for Vote: IIPassea 
Discussion - None 
Regent's Report - No report. 
Announcements 
Our next meeting will be March 1 at 1 p.m. in the Riggle Room. 
Rep. Liles announced that Staff Congress would not need to participate in the NCAA Interim Self-
Review Process. In January at the annual conference, legislation was passed that the Interim Self-
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Review would not be required. 
IMotion: liTo adjourn I 
I IIProposed: Rep. CeCIl IISeconded: Rep. Kegley I 
ICalled for Vote: IIPassed I 
Minutes submitted by: Rhonda Crisp, Secretary 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
STAFFCONGRESSMITNUTES 
MARCH 1, 2004 
MSU ARCHIVES 
q I A I <j 
MEMBERS: 
Darlene Allen 
Ed Beam 
T. Bumgardner 
Lisa Caskey 
'Joy Cecil 
Gaylena Cline 
Rhonda Crisp 
Mike Hopper 
Kristie Jenkins 
David Jessie 
Linda Kegley 
Donna King 
M. LaFontaine 
Jeffrey Liles 
Rhonda Mackin 
Amy Moore 
*PamMoore 
Lora Pace 
Belva Sammons 
Dallas Sammons 
Rhonda Sloan Jonell Tobin 
Doug Snedegar *Rick Williams 
Stephanie Stewart 
Willis Taylor 
Cindy Thompson 
*Denotes member was absent 
i Guests: i Human Resources, Kim Cowley & Mariah Ogilvie-Commonwealth Administrators 
i~i .. Roger Barker-Director of Human Resources, Suzanne Hogge-Associate Director of 
! i Representatives, Gene Caudill-Director of Physical Plant and Staff Regent 
Chair Pace called the meeting to order at I :04 p.m. A quorum was present. Guests were welcomed. 
~Motion: IITo- approve the February 2,2004 mmutes as submitted 
II IlProposed: Rep. Kegley --.JISeconded: Rep.LaFontame 
ll~~_ll~d for Vote: __ J[Passed 
Chair Pace announced we will have the opportumty to ask health insurance 
questions during the 'discussion' portion of our meeting. 
Employees were sent an email memo from Dr. Eaglin saying that there would 
I be no retirement incentives offered. Employees are welcome to pursue 
, retirement and, according to our retirement system, come back to work if there 
is a position available and they are qualified, etc. Staff Regent Caudill said 
Chair's Report there would be no incentives offered across the board, but there could possibly 
be an incentive offered to an individual according to policy. Roger Barker 
said he didn't think it would be an incentive offered, but PG-57 allows for 
negotiation. 
Chair Pace still doesn't have any information about the budget committee the 
President mentioned last month. She will let us know as soon as she has 
information. 
IVice-Chair's Report I[No report. 
I [Secretary's Repor!_~[~o report._ 
---
- - -
Committee Reports 
04/12/2004 2:26 PM 
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Credentials and 
Elections 
University Standing 
Appointments 
-,-,- .... _ .. __ .... 
Fiscal Affairs 
Personnel Policies and 
Benefits 
Old Business 
Rep. LaFontame reported that the comrmttee had met. They sent letters to i 
three Staff Congress members removing them from congress due to excessivei 
absenteeism. The members removed are Rebecca Holbrook, i 
TechnicallParaprofessional Category, Terry Mays and Lake Kelly, Service i 
Maintenance Category. I 
The committee prepared a memo to send out regarding the upcoming i 
election. There are 12 positions to be elected this year. Two positions are fori 
two-year terms. Ten positions are for three-year terms. The timeline for the 
election is as follows: (I)Nomination forms will be distributed as soon as 
possible. (2)March 15-reminder for nominations sent to staff members. 
(3)Friday, March 19-deadline for nominations. Must be hand-delivered to 
Rep. Lafontaine or Rep. Cline. (4) Sample ballot will be distributed March 
29, the Monday after Spring Break. (5) Paper ballots will be available on 
Monday, April 5 and must be in by Monday, May 10. They must be 
hand-delivered, not sent through campus mail. (6) The computerized online, 
election will be Wednesday, May 12 from 6 a.m. to 5 p.m. (7) Newly 
elected representatives will be notified on May 18. , 
For individuals who do not have computer access, there will be computers 
available at two locations to do online voting. Locations are as follows: 111 I 
Howell-McDowell Conference Room and the Conference Room in the Rice ! 
Maintenance Building. Both locations will be open from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
No report, but VIce-ChaIr Stewart IS working on gettmg the commIttees 
updated online. 
No report. ChaIr Pace reported that the motIon from last month had been senti 
to VP's Walters and Weathers. Staff Regent Caudill said he had looked at the I 
parking lot. The university can not put up a handrail down the middle of a i 
driving ramp because that would be leading pedestrians into the traffic flow. I 
The solution is a set of steps, but the area is very steep and the steps would go, 
out into the road. He will keep us up-to-date. 
Rep. Hopper reported that the resolutIOn regarding the Urnversity Benehts 
Committee approved at last month's meeting has been sent to Faculty Senate. 
They have been debating different modifications. Rep. Hopper said Faculty 
Senate might want to have co-chairs with one ofthe co-chairs being the chair 
ofthis committee and the other co-chair being the chair of Fiscal Affairs. As 
of this morning, no resolution has come from Faculty Senate. Roger Barker 
said he thought it would be a first reading last Thursday, but Faculty Senate 
decided not to do that. It might be a first reading this Thursday. 
Rep. Mackin said as a point of clarification, the money the ADS's are receiving is tied to a 
reclassification that takes effect July 1. 
Rep. Lafontaine reminded members that the reason three members were removed from Staff Congress is 
because they had either missed three consecutive meetings or had missed five meetings overall this 
year. If members think they are close on absences they should check with the secretary or a member of 
the Credentials and Elections Committee. 
New Business - none 
Discussion 
04/12/2004 2:26 PM 
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Questions for Conunonwealth Administrators Representatives: 
Q: Have there been reimbursements yet? 
A: Yes, some people have received checks. 
Discussion: Some staff members have received checks with no explanation. When HR was contacted, 
they were told they would be receiving a bill from the hospital for that amount. Some people might 
receive a check and spend it, thinking that the bill has been taken care of. Staff Regent Caudill said 
when this plan was originally presented to us, he thought the payments were made directly to the 
hospital. Human Resources will send out information to clarify this issue. 
Q: Explain the timing of reimbursements. We were all under the assumption that once a bill has been 
submitted by the doctor or by us, we would get automatic reimbursement with very little turnover time. 
Through some other discussions we heard reimbursements would be done once a month. Is that true? 
A: For medical reimbursement, some employees have chosen to be automatically reimbursed when 
claims are processed and some employees have waived automatic reimbursement which means they 
have to submit their medical bills themselves to get reimbursed. CA representative Kim Cowley said 
some providers file claims with the insurance company daily, but some only file claims once a week, 
once a month, bi-weekly, etc. This could make a difference in when employees get reimbursed. 
Q: How many employees waived reimbursement and would employees be better off doing the waiver 
and submitting bills themselves? 
A: Roger Barker said 97% of employees went with automatic reimbursement and 3% waived automatic 
reimbursement. Ultimately, it will work very smoothly in the way it was designed in the beginning. 
The CA Reps will explain how the process works per the previous question. Ms. Cowley said claims are 
processed every day, but because MSU is self-funded, CA sends a request for funds to be placed into the 
claims account once a week on Monday morning. Once they receive confirmation of funding, the 
checks are mailed. If a claim comes in once the checks have been written, then it will be another week 
before checks are written again. If you opted out and submit your own claim, it is still the same 
turnaround time. Funds are transferred electronically from MSU to CA into the claims account. Ms. 
Ogilvie said she would like to address the one month turnaround time for reimbursements that was 
mentioned. A program was set-up with our pharmaceutical company so that every time we go to the 
pharmacy it goes through a company called IPS. Twice a month IPS sends a report to CA telling them 
every time an MSU employee or dependent has used the program in the two-week period. Once a 
month, CA runs the files sent to them and reimburses employees for their co-pay. This is to keep 
employees from having to save every receipt from the pharmacy. Generally, it takes about 10 days after 
the end of the month for claims to be processed. January has already been processed. 
Q: If an employee has a problem getting reimbursed, do they need to call Human Resources or the 
1-800 number on the insurance card? 
A: Either is fine, but HR will have to call the insurance company anyway so the employee might as well 
call the insurance company themselves. Employees will receive two EOB's for each claim. The first 
EOB will show the patient responsibility, then the patient responsibility will become an HRA claim and 
the employee will receive a check with the second EOB. Not every claim will have a check. 
Q: When were the January pharmaceutical checks sent out? 
A: Checks were sent out about a month ago. 
Q: Did Morehead choose the once a month reimbursement for the pharmaceutical plan? Were there 
other options for Morehead to choose from? 
A: Ms. Cowley said Morehead chose for employees not to be responsible for turning in pharmaceutical 
receipts. CA can work with individuals ifthey really need to submit their own receipts to get 
reimbursed faster. 
Q: There was an entry-level employee who had to borrow money to pay for medicines this month and 
has not received reimbursement yet. No matter what our income is, most employees would like to be 
reimbursed inunediately. Is it too late to waive automatic reimbursement and submit our own claims? 
04112/2004 2:26 PM 
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Did we choose once a month by not opting out? 
A: Yes, by not opting out, employees chose to go with the monthly cycle with no submission of 
receipts. The university could have chosen monthly or quarterly reimbursement. MSU chose monthly. 
There was no daily option. These files will only be run once a month. There are eleven hundred 
employees at MSU. We have some flexibility on options, but we don't have the right to ask them to run 
these files daily. It would cost us in the long run; not this year, but next year when new rates go into 
effect. Employees can still sign a waiver form, but once this gets going it will run like clockwork. 
Q: If a person opts out now and submits their own claims, will they receive reimbursement for 
pharmaceuticals on a weekly basis? 
A: If a person opts out, pharmaceutical claims will be put into the normal weekly reimbursement cycle. 
Q: Ifwe opt out of one thing we opt out of both; is that correct? (Medical and Pharmaceutical) 
A: Yes. 
Q: Am I able to use all of my HRA money now if! have a major i11ness, or can I only use so much 
HRA money per month? 
A: All the HRA money you are entitled to is available for use now. 
Q: Are we going to get a booklet explaining our plans to us? 
A: The booklets have been reviewed and sent back for changes. Hopefully, they will be printed soon. 
Q: Employees were told they did not have pharmaceutical coverage when they went to get their 
prescriptions filled at the beginning of the year. Has this been resolved? 
A: This has been resolved. 
Q: Ifwe did not opt out, but we have a medical expense that does not go through our insurance 
company, such as dental work, can we submit those bills and get reimbursed through our Flexible 
Spending Account? 
A: Yes. 
Q: How long would it take to get reimbursed? Bills were faxed to CA two weeks ago with no 
response. Also, it is hard to get through to a representative. If you leave messages, you don't get called 
back. Are there only certain representatives MSU employees can talk with? 
A: There are two reps for MSU employees. They will assign a temporary person to help with MSU 
concerns until things level out. 
Q: How is child care reimbursement taken care of? 
A: It is on the same weekly reimbursement cycle. For child care, they only send out what has been put 
into the account. 
Q: Why does it take so long for claims to be processed? Some employees get bills from their provider 
months later and they have never heard anything from their insurance company. 
A: That is not an insurance issue, that is a provider issue. The provider has obviously not submitted the 
claim to the insurance company. 
Q: How do we get competitive prices on our prescriptions? Is there a list of prices charged at local 
pharmacies? Some pharmacies charge more than others. 
A: Restat tries to get pharmacies to charge the same price for drugs, but that does not always happen. 
They do everything they can to get pharmacies to charge the same price. Employees are encouraged to 
call different pharmacies and ask prices before they purchase their medicine. Some employees have 
done this and the pharmacies were willing to give this information. 
Q: How did the university come out on claims last year? Did we come out in the red or the black? 
A: We came out in the red last year, by about $400. 
Q: How far into this year do we have to settle a claim from last year? 
0411212004 2:26 PM 
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A: The date ofthe service detennines everything. 
Q: Do employees on the POS plan have to get a referral to go to a specialist? 
A: No. Referrals are not needed for anything. Some people get referral and pre-certification confused. 
There are certain procedures that need pre-certification, but the provider is responsible for that. 
Q: Could HR put infonnation about these processes in their monthly newsletter so that employees will 
better understand? 
A: HR will send out infonnation and possibly offer open meetings. 
Discussion: Some members felt we should get our plan booklet before any meetings are scheduled. 
Suzanne Hogge said the items covered last year are covered this year, only at different levels of benefit. 
Those summaries are on the HR Web site and were included in the open enrollment packet, so the 
booklets wouldn't be mandatory before meetings are scheduled. Some members feel the chart that we 
received is hard to understand and the booklet would clarify things. 
Q: Why have we not received our plan booklets? 
A: Roger Barker said these documents are hard to write because there are several layers of legalities. 
There are three brand new books this time: POS, CDHP, and HRA. (It has a book of its own.) They 
can't get them ovemight. He said coverages have not changed, we are covered for the same things. The 
only thing changed is the pricing structures. The referrals is a different issue, but that is a function of 
HMO's that was done away with. 
Q: If an employee has two insurance policies and this insurance is the secondary insurance, does the 
employee need to submit both insurance cards to the provider? Is this insurance even needed? 
A: The doctor will bill both insurances. This insurance might pay things the other would not pay. 
Maybe both insurances are not needed because by the time the employee pays both premiums, it might 
end up being more expensive than the benefit received by having two insurances. 
Q: Can the person get reimbursed for the co-pay amount paid by using the other insurance? 
A: Yes. The employee needs to opt out ofthe automatic reimbursement and submit their own claims to 
get reimbursed for the co-pay amount. 
New Business 
We went back into 'New Business' for the following motion: 
II······ ·········1 T~ mo~e th~Apni-Staff Congress meetmg from Apnl 5 to Apnl 12, due to 
I Motion: pre-registratIOn . 
II I[Proposed: Rep. Mackin IlSeconded: Rep. King 
i 1[~~Iled for Vote:. . [[~assed m_ ........ ..m 
.. ---' 
Chair Pace said we will assume that we can still meet in t)1e Riggle Room. She will check to make sure. 
Rep. B. Sanunons said there is a possibility, if we receive budget infonnation, that we might have to 
have a special called meeting. 
Regent's Report 
Staff Regent Caudill reported there was a workshop a week ago last Friday and a regular Board meeting 
this Friday. There was some budget discussion during the workshop and they presented a list of ideas 
they are studying to help meet the budget shortfall. They represent several controversial issues so 
people need to remember they are only ideas. Ideas included: contracting custodial services, reducing 
academic programs, requiring direct deposit of pay, and increasing drop/add or other fees. None of these 
ideas have been finned up. There is very little in the board agenda about budgets this time. There might 
not be any infonnation by April. 
04/12/20042:26 PM 
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The Board will be interviewing four search firms to look at the possibility of hiring a consultant to run 
the presidential search. The four finns will be making presentations this Friday to the Board. It will 
cost $50,000 - $100,000 for a finn to do the search. After the consultant is hired, the actual search 
committee will be chosen with the advice ofthe consultant finn. A search committee should be named 
sometime the first of April. The university will move as fast as they can. Candidates should be 
interviewed sometime in the fall. 
Announcements 
Our next meeting will be April 12 at 1 p.m. We will assume at this time that it will be in the Riggle 
Room. 
Our annual luncheon will be June 7 at II :30 a.m. in the Commonwealth Room. 
Spring Break is coming up very soon. 
The first round of the OVC Tournament will be tomorrow night against Jacksonville State at 7 p.m. The 
women will be playing at Austin Peay at 5:30 p.m. tomorrow. 
I[Seconded: Rep. Jessie 
IICalled for Vote: ___ JIPassed 
Minutes submitted by: Rhonda Crisp, Secretary 
04/12/20042:26 PM 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
STAFF CONGRESS MINUTES 
APRIL 12, 2004 
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Darlene Allen 
Ed Beam 
T. Bumgardner 
"Lisa Caskey 
Joy Cecil 
Gaylena Cline 
Rhonda Crisp 
Mike Hopper 
Kristie Jenkins 
David Jessie 
Linda Kegley 
Donna King 
M. LaFontaine 
Jeffrey Liles 
Rhonda Mackin 
Amy Moore Rhonda Sloan "Jonell Tobin 
Pam Moore Doug Snedegar 
Lora Pace Stephanie Stewart 
Belva Sammons 'Willis Taylor 
Dallas Sammons Cindy Thompson 
*Denotes member was absent 
!IGuests: ilNone 
Chair Pace called the meeting to order at 1 :09 p.m. A quorum was present. 
r·-·- ......... -----..... -.... -.. .--.. . --.. -------............ -.. ------.--
IIMotion: liTo approve the March 1, 2004 mInutes as submitted 
II IIProposed: Rep. Allen IISeconded: Rep. Mackin 
Chair's Report 
IVice-Chair's Report 
Secretary's Report 
Credentials and 
Elections 
_ .•. 
ChaIT Pace reported that a recommendatIOn was sent to Dr. Eaglin and VP 
Beth Patrick based on feedback from Staff Congress members concerning the 
3% salary pool for this year. Rep. B. Sammons will explain during her 
committee report. 
There is still no information about a budget committee. An email was sent to 
VP Beth Patrick last week, but nothing has been received back yet. 
A search firm has been hired to conduct the Presidential Search. The firm 
name has not been announced yet. 
IIVlce-Chair Stewart reported the newsletter was sent out last week. i , 
Secretary Cnsp reported that $190.05 was spent the month of March for i 
refreshments and printing of election materials. There is a balance of ! 
$3,065.26 in the supply account. i j 
--
.-
Committee Reports 
Rep. LafontaIne reported that they have soliCIted and accepted nomInatIOns 1 
for the Staff Congress election and the sample ballot has been mailed. Three I 
people have already voted by paper ballot. Paper balloting will run through I 
May 10. The committee needs volunteers to help at the two polling places on I 
May 12. A sign-up sheet is being sent around for members to sign-up for . 
time slots they are available to help. If a member of Staff Congress is 
running for re-election, they are not eligible to help at the polling place. 
Election Regulations will be sent to all candidates this week. 
05103/2004 2:22 PM 
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VIce-Chatr Stewart reported that the standmg appomtments commIttee 
survey has been sent out She has received 10 back already. She put 
clarification on the survey about what positions are available on what 
committee. Deadline for the surveys is May 1. 
Rep. B. Sammons reported that VP PatrIck gave the commIttee miormatlOn 
that the president was recommending a 3% pool for salaries this year. He is 
recommending 2% across the board and 1 % merit The committee met and 
felt they should continue with their recommendation that any salary pool of 
3% or lower be distributed across the board. With the new president coming 
in, they felt we should be on record that this is the way we feeL They polled 
as many Staff Congress members as possible by email before making their 
recommendation. 
Rep. Hopper reported that m reierence to the leadershIp of the UmversIty 
Benefits Committee, Faculty Senate voted to have co-chairs. The ftrst 
reading was approved unanimously. He will contact the chair of Faculty 
Senate to see if they have had the second reading yet 
Rep. A_ Moore asked the committee to look at the wording ofPG-48; 
vacation leave. The wording is confusing and misleading because the policy 
says for 1-4 years of service, an employee receives 7_5 hours of vacation time 
per month and for 5-9 years of service, an employee receives 9.38 hours per 
month, but according to Rep. Hopper, vacation time increases after an 
employee has completed their fifth year_ Rep_ A_ Moore called Human 
Resources and was told it was a perception issue. They stand by the wording 
of the policy. The committee will review the policy and bring a proposal to 
Staff Congress in May. 
Scott Davison, a faculty member, would like to see a pool of donated sick 
days to be used for FMLAjust as we have donated sick days to be used when 
all sick days are exhausted. The committee will talk with Roger Barker and 
Tom Creahan about this issue. 
Rep_ Cecil would like to have clarification from Gene Caudill about putting a handrail leading out of the 
parking lot behind the library. The Fiscal Affairs committee will meet about this issue again and report 
back at the May meeting_ 
New Business - none 
Discussion 
Rep. B. Sammons asked ifthere was a plan of action for how to use the $3,000.00 Staff Congress has in 
the supply account Chair Pace said the Executive Council will have a meeting to discuss this issue. 
Rep. Lafontaine asked if the health insurance benefits booklets have been printed yet Rep_ Jenkins said 
to her knowledge they have not been printed. Chair Pace will try to find out about the booklets. 
Regent's Report - none 
Announcements 
There will be a tuition hearing today at 5 p.m. in the Crager Room_ 
05103120042:22 PM 
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The Gala is Saturday April 24. There is a free ticket giveaway on the university Web site. 
Our next meeting will be May 3 at ! p.m. in the Riggle Room. 
Our luncheon will be June 7 at 11 :30 a.m. in the Commonwealth Room. 
The Employee Recognition Picnic, sponsored by Human Resources, will be Monday, May 3 from 10:45 
a.m. to 2:00 p.m. 
[[Motion: . J[1'o adjourn -
ilc:311ed for Vote: 
I[Proposed: V Ice-Chair Stewart I[Seconded: Rep. Kegley 
J[Passed 
Minutes submitted by: Rhonda Crisp, Secretary 
05103/2004 2:22 PM 
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MEMBERS: 
Dadene Allen 
Ed Beam 
*T. Bumgardner 
Lisa Caskey 
Joy Cecil 
Gaylena Cline 
Rhonda Crisp 
Mike Hopper 
'Kristie Jenkins 
David Jessie 
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'Linda Kegley 
Donna King 
Amy Moore 
Pam Moore 
Lora Pace 
Rhonda Sloan Jonell Tobin 
M. Lafontaine 
Jeffrey Liles 
Rhonda Mackin 
Belva Sammons 
Dallas Sammons 
Doug Snedegar 
Stephanie Stewart 
Willis Taylor 
*Cindy Thompson 
*Denotes member was absent 
[IGuests: ilNone 
Chair Pace called the meeting to order at 1 :02 p.m. A quorum was present. 
IIMotion: .- --
ilCalled for Vote: ilPassed 
Charr Pace reported that the PresidentIal Search Committee has been named. 
Chair Pace and Staff Regent Caudill will represent staff on this committee. 
Chair Pace will still be on this committee even though a new chair for Staff 
Congress will be elected in July. The timeline is up in the air right now. 
Chair's Report The Executive Committee of Staff Congress will meet after the election to 
discuss the budget. Members are encouraged to email Chair Pace with 
suggestions for usage of our funds. 
The health insurance booklets are being printed per Roger Barker. 
Vice-Charr Stewart reported she had received no responses back from the 
standing appointments cominittee survey from the Physical Plant employees. 
Vice-Chair's Report 
VP Weathers said she likes the newsletter and would like to see it continue 
next year. 
"-,." .. , ...... " -
Secretary Cnsp reported that $164.99 was spent the month of April for 
Secretary's Report refreshments and printing of election materials. There is a balance of 
$2900.27 in the supply account. 
Committee Reports 
06107/20043:52 PM 
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Rep. LaFontalOe reported her comrmttee IS finalizlOg preparatIOns for the 
election. Absentee ballots will be accepted until May 10 at 4:30 p.m. There 
have been 10-12 absentee ballots cast so far; they will send a reminder this 
week. The committee still needs help at the polling places on May 12; the 
sign-up sheet will be sent around again. A couple of people came to cast 
absentee ballots and their name was not on the voter list even though they 
were employed before the list was printed. Rep. Lafontaine is checking with 
Human Resources about the status of these employees and why they were not 
on the list. In the past, employees on probationary status were allowed to 
vote. . 
VICe-Chair Stewart asked if employees 10 the PhYSical Plant had received the 
survey in the mail. Rep. Jessie said that as far as he knows his employees 
have not received the Standing Appointment Committee survey as of today. 
Rep. B. Sammons reported thather commrttee had not met, however; a set of 
stairs is being built behind the library leading to the parking lot. The only 
parking affected by the stairs is one handicapped parking space; it will be 
relocated. 
Rep. Hopper reported that the committee met last week and dealt With two 
items. They also have an announcement. The announcement is as follows: 
According to Tom Creahan, the Faculty Senate agreed that the new structure 
of the University Benefits Committee will be a chair and chair-elect, elected 
from the membership of the committee, alternating between staff and 
faculty. If a faculty member is chair this year, then next year a staff member 
will be chair, etc. A person who is elected to leadership ofthis committee 
will serve for two years. This will give continuity to the committee which 
will be a benefit because they handle complex issues such as health 
insurance. The President has approved this. The secretary ofthe committee 
will be someone from Human Resources. 
The two items dealt with are as follows: 
During 'New Business', the committee will be recommending changes to 
PG-48 as noted on the handout. The committee would like to make this 
policy more understandable to employees. 
The committee discussed establishing an FMLA pool in addition to the Sick 
Leave Pool we already have. Scott Davison, a faculty member, asked Staff 
Congress to look at this issue. The committee is requesting more information 
from Human Resources. There will be no recommendation today. 
Rep. P. Moore said she was asked to bring up again the issue of current employees applying for 
positions but being denied the position because of lack of funding by the hiring department. Rep. B. 
Sammons said her committee had asked Human Resources about this issue before and was told that the 
Dean ofthe division doing the hiring has the final say in this matter. The Personnel Policies and 
Benefits committee will look at this issue. 
New Business 
06/07/20043:52 PM 
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-I Proposed: Persom:;el PolIcIes & Is d d" N N d d _. 
. Benefits Committee . econ e" one ee e 
HCalled for Vote: Ilpassed 
Discussion - none 
Regent's Report - none 
Announcements 
This is Final's Week. Graduation will be Saturday, May 8 at 10:30 a.m.; 930 students will graduate. 
June 7 will be our luncheon meeting at 11:30 a.m. in the Commonwealth Room. We will move to the 
Riggle Room for our meeting after the luncheon. 
Our July meeting will be on the 12th. Officers will be elected that day for next year. Members need to 
be thinking about what committee they would like to serve next year. 
There will be a golf scramble at Sunnybrook Golf Course on May 21. The scramble will benefit the UK 
Children's Hospital, Cystic Fibrosis Wing. See David Jessie for more information. 
Absentee Balloting for Staff Congress Elections will run through Monday, May 10 at 4:30 p.m. May 12 
. will be online voting. Please remind constituents to vote. 
fIotion: liTo adjOurn 
!ICalled for Vote: . IIPassed 
11._.-- _.' ___ .JI~roposed: Rep. Lafontaine ___ .. _ JISeconded: Rep. D. Sarrunons 
Minutes submitted by: Rhonda Crisp, Secretary 
06/07/20043:52 PM 
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MEMBERS: 
Darlene Allen 
Ed Beam 
T. Bumgardner 
'Lisa Caskey 
'Joy Cecil 
Gaylena Cline 
Rhonda Crisp 
Mike Hopper 
Kristie Jenkins 
David Jessie 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
STAFF CONGRESS MINUTES 
JUNE 7,2004 
Linda Kegley Amy Moore Rhonda Sloan 
'Donna King Pam Moore 'Doug Snedegar 
M. LaFontaine Lora Pace Stephanie Stewart 
'Jeffrey Liles Belva Sammons Willis Taylor 
'Rhonda Mackin Dallas Sammons Cindy Thompson 
9!AI"l 
Jonell Tobin 
*Denotes member was absent 
T .. 
,IGuests: 
I New Members: April Nutter, Phillip James, Darlene Ramey, Kim Fultz, Ray Crum, 
: Elizabeth Williams, & Terry White, Gene Caudill-Staff Regent & Director of Physical 
: Plant, Roger Barker-Director of Human Resources 
< " ••• ,".- ." •• -~--.-,. • •••••••••• _. 
Chair Pace called the meeting to order at 12:30 p.m. A quorum was present. 
I : Chair Pace reported that she has been trying to get office space for Staff 
I i Congress in Fields Hall. There is nothing defmite yet. If we had an office, 
I 
j Staff Congress records could be stored there and committees would have a 
i place to meet. The office would be furnished from surplus items. There will 
I 
I be a motion in 'New Business' asking for the Executive Committee to have the I authority to spend the rest ofthe budget money on a computer and supplies. 
I 
I Chair Pace has been asking members of the cabinet why certain decisions are i being made without the input of Staff Congress. She feels there should be a 
I shared governance and Staff Congress should be consulted about major issues 
Chair's Report ! before decisions are made. One example is the direct deposit issue. Staff 
i Congress was never asked about this. 
t Health insurance booklets will be mailed out in the next two or three days, 
New officers and committee chairs and vice-chairs will be elected at the July 
meeting. 
Chair Pace thanked everyone for their support during her tenure as Staff 
Congress Chair. As of July I, she will no longer be a member of Staff 
i Congress. 
-
- . - -.! ..•. - --- ,- ,- ....... _---- - ----. -----_ .. -,.-.-.-.•.....•. -.-.•. 
--
.. 
---- ........ _-".,," ---
[ylce-C~a!~'s Report :INo Report. .. 
_.- .. 
I~ecretary, s Report I Secretary Crisp reported that $105.66 was spent the month of May for I refreshments and supplies. There is a balance of$2794.61 in the supply 
account before the cost ofthe luncheon. 
~ . 
! 
07/22/2004 9:04 AM 
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Committee Reports 
IKep. LaFontame reported that her committee had prepared a handout. The . 
Credentials and handout showed voting patterns from the 2000 thru 2004 elections and a tally: 
Elections sheet showing the number of votes cast at the May 12 election. There were I two paper ballots disqualified this time because they voted out of their 
"-," - -.-- . " - - ¥ , .-. 
I catego.ry. 
- ,._"- " 
- .' 
,~, "~. .- -.. -,~. , -~ .. ~ , ", 
luniversity Standing I I vice-Chmr Stewart said she has gotten the surveys back, the appomtments 
Appointments I have bee~_made and the list will, b:.ready f~r apl?~oval at the n::x,t meeting. 
--- ~ -" "-" ,- ,,,.,-, 
j!iscal Affairs .JlNo Report. 
-
.-... ., 
--- -
Rep. Hopper reported that he has talked with Roger Barker about the wordmgl 
Personnel Policies and 
of PG-48, but nothing has been done yet. The next chair of the Personnel i 
Policies and Benefits committee might want to research this issue in depth. 
1 Benefits Also, he talked with Roger about PG-49 and the possibility of having an ; 
FMLA pool. Roger said that the president already has a proposal on his desk i 
concerning this. 
, 
Old Business - none 
New Business 
,
iIM .... o,t;on: liTo allow the StauCongress Executl~e Committee' to purchase a co~puter ~~d 
. other needed supplies with the remaining balance of the budget 
r~---~-_" ... '.'' ...., . .. on---.-'r·-n-~·",------
Ie-I ~.~ ___ ~' = ... =.. il~~?'pose~:,c:?~~r Pa~e. ., "=-0._.' JSecoll~~~:,.l{e~:~:.Moore.. __ 
. Staff Regent Caudill asked Ifthe computer would be put on the replacement 
i Discussion: 
i progrmn. Chair Pace said she would like to put it on the replacement program so! 
I that Staff Congress would not have an outdated computer in a few years. Rep. I 
I Hopper said it costs $550.00 per year to put a computer on the replacement I 
I program. At this time, Staff Congress has the money to fund the replacement i 
!progrmn. ; 
I Some members felt we would be taking a big chance. What if we don't have i enough money in the future to fund the replacement program? Others felt we 
I shouldn't buy a computer without the replacement program. We don't want to I 
, I waste our money by buying a computer that will soon be outdated. 
Vice-Chair Stewart said she has made new appointments to the following Staff Congress committees: 
Personnel Policies & Benefits Committee: April Nutter & Phillip James 
Credentials & Elections Committee: Rhonda Crisp & Darlene Ramey 
Fiscal Affairs: Ray Crum & Terry White 
Standing Appointments: Elizabeth Willimns & Kim Fultz 
. Rep. Tobin asked about the possibility of having Staff Congress meetings on another date instead of the 
first Monday of each month. Pre-registration, holidays, summer registration, etc. fall on the first 
Monday of the month many times and it is hard for several members of Staff Congress to attend 
meetings when this happens. Some members could not attend the luncheon or the meeting today 
because of this. The constitution and the bylaws say we meet once a month, but does not specify the 
07/2212004 9:04 AM 
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date. In the past, congress has voted to change the meeting date to accommodate pre-registration. Chair 
Pace told members to think about this and bring it up at the next meeting if they would like to have the 
date changed. 
Discussion 
Rep. Kegley said some of her constituents were asking ifthere was a possibility of being paid once a 
week. They thought there might be less paperwork now that direct deposit is being required and maybe 
this would now be a possibility. Rep. Cline, who works in the payroll office, said their paperwork has 
not decreased because of direct deposit and the tax tables would not change so there would be no tax 
savings to the employee. The Personnel Policies & Benefits Committee will look at this issue. 
Staff Regent Caudill would like for the Personnel Policies & Benefits Committee to start looking at 
health insurance now. Chair Pace asked Roger Barker how we came out with claims last year on the 
health insurance. He said we came out in the red by $400. She asked why we changed our insurance if 
we were only in the red by $400. He clarified that $500,000 had been put into a reserve and all of that 
was used plus $400, so in actuality we were in the red by $500,400. He said the university could not 
continue to fund that amount every year, so that is why the insurance was changed this year to the POS 
and CORP. Rep. D. Sammons asked what an employee should do if they are just now receiving a doctor 
bill for last year. He said employees need to talk with Human Resources. It would need to be resolved 
on a case-by-case basis. 
Regent's Report 
Staff Regent Caudill said there will be a Board of Regents meeting this Friday. The personnel roster and 
the budget will be voted on. The search committee has been working hard looking for a new president. 
There should be a selection made by December 1. 
Announcemeuts 
Summer I starts today. 
The Board of Regents will meet this Friday. 
The next meeting will be July 12 in the Riggle Room. Officers and committee chairs and vice-chairs 
will be elected. 
IIMotiou: - __ m II'ioadjoum----- ..... ------
II H _ _ _ _ _11~~~pose~:Re]l:~egle~ .J~econd~~: V ICe-ChaIT Ste'i\'~ 
:1~a.~led for Vote: __ J[!,assed 
Minutes submitted by: Rhonda Crisp, Secretary 
07/2212004 9:04 AM 
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MEMBERS: 
Darlene Allen Rhonda Crisp 
Ed Beam RayCrnm 
Lisa Caskey Kim Fultz 
Joy Cecil Phillip James 
Gaylena Cline Kristie Jenkins 
*Denotes member was absent 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
STAFF CONGRESS MINUTES 
JULY 12, 2004 
David Jessie Rhonda Mackin 
Linda Kegley Amy Moore 
Donna King Pam Moore 
Margaret LaFontaine • April Nutter 
Jeffrey Liles Darlene Ramey 
ql k3 
Belva Sammons Willis Taylor 
Dallas Sammons Cindy Thompson 
Rhonda Sloan Jonell Tobin 
Doug Snedegar Terry White 
Stephanie Stewart 'Elizabeth Williams 
IGuests: I Gene Caudill-Director of Physical Plant & Staff Regent, Brad Bennington, Transfer Coordinator, Registrar's Office . '
Chair Pace called the meeting to order at 1:02 p.m. A quorum was present 
ELECTION OF STAFF CONGRESS OFFICERS 
Rep. LaFontaine conducted the election. Representatives Cline and Snedegar agreed to serve as tellers. 
Rep. Jessie and Rep. Liles were nominated for Staff Congress Chair. Both accepted nomination. 
IMotion: liTo close nominations. 
I IIproposed: Rep. P. Moore IISeconded: Rep. James 
ICalled for Vote: IIPassed 
Rep. Jessie was elected Chair for the 2004/05 year. 
Rep. Allen nominated Rep. Tobin for Vice-Chair arid Rep. B. Sanunons nominated Rep. D. Sammons for Vice-Chair. Both 
accepted nomination. 
IMotion: liTo close nominations. 
I Ilproposed: Rep. B. Sanunons IISeconded: Rep. Jerikins 
ICalled for Vote: Ilpassed 
Rep. Tobin was elected Vice-Chair for 2004105 year. 
Rep. P. Moore nominated Rep. Jerikins for Secretary; Rep. B. Sanunons nominated Rep. Caskey for Secretary. Rep. 
Jenkins declined; Rep. Caskey accepted nomination. 
IMotion: liTo close nominations and elect Rep. Caskey by acclamation 
I Ilproposed: Rep. Tobin IISeconded: Rep. Allen 
ICalled for Vote: Ilpassed 
Elected Chair Jessie conducted business from this point forward. 
Ii 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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[Motion: /ITo approve the Jnne 7, 2004 minutes as submitted 
[[Proposed: Rep. P. Moore /lSeconded: Rep. James 
[Called for Vote: /lPassed 
Election of Officers for Committees 
Chair Jessie asked that Committees briefly meet to elect new Chairs and Vice-Chairs for the 2004/05 year. 
Credentials & Elections: Rep. LaFontaine - Chair; Rep. Snedegar - Vice Chair 
Standing Appointments: Rep. Stewart - Chair; Rep. Liles - Vice Chair 
Fiscal Affairs: . Rep. P. Moore - Chair; Rep. Allen - Vice Chair 
Personnel Policies & Benefits: Rep. A. Moore - Chair; Rep. Beam - Vice Chair 
IChair's Rep~rt I Outgoing Chair Pace reported that Staff Congress has been given an office in Fields Hall. Chair Jessie will let Congress know when the office will be ready for occupation. 
IVice-Chair's Report IINo report. I 
Isecretary.s Report I Members were asked to review an emaiVaddress list and verify their address .. Minutes and 
agendas will be sent to these addresses nnless told otherwise. 
Committee Reports 
ICredentials and Elections IINo report. 1 
University Standing 
INO report. 
I Appointments 
IFiscal Mfairs IINo report. I 
Personnel Policies and 
INa report. 
I Benefits 
Old Bnsiness 
Rep. Tobin asked if it would be possible to have Staff Congress meetings on another day besides the first Monday of the 
month due to holidays and class registration. Outgoing Chair Pace said that for the coming year only Labor Day and the frrst 
day of Summer I conflicted with meeting dates. 
New"Business 
Rep. P. Moore had been approached by staff members regarding the number of service vehicle parking places located behind 
Ginger Hall. Rep. Sloan stated she had been told that the extra spaces were due to IT moving from Fields Hall to Ginger 
Hall. Rep. A. Moore said that the spots are needed by IT so they would have a place to park when completing work orders or 
moving equipment. Regent Caudill stated that Public Safety approved of the extra spaces for IT and all complaints should be 
directed to Chief Joe Cline. 
..,. " 
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Rep. Kegley asked if it would be possible for people with 15 years of service to receive a discount on their parking tags. 
Right now people with 20 years get free ones. Chair Jessie asked Rep. A. Moore to have the Personnel Policies and Benefits 
Committee to peruse this. 
Rep. LaFontaine reported that there will be University games again this year. More information regarding University game 
at the August meeting. 
Rep. Tobin asked if anyone had been having problems receiving reimbursement or other checks from the University. A 
reimbursement check, in her name, had been delivered to a former employee who was kind enough to drive to West Liberty 
and give her the check. She recommended that everyone check their personal information on the web site and AIMS system 
to make sure it is correct. 
Discussion 
Rep. Kegley reported that several staff members on campus are complaining about Direct Deposit. She asked if it would be 
possible to get a printout of sicklvacation leave to give employees. Rep. Jenkins annonnced that each supervisors oifice 
already receives a monthly printout on employees sicklvacation time. Employees need to go to the secretary that enters their 
time for an updated copy. 
Outgoing Chair Pace stated that the decision to have everyone placed on direct deposit was made by the Cabinet. She said 
that she had already discussed Staff Congress' displeasures about this with Cabinet members. 
Rep. Stewart asked if anyone had to deal with the new workman's comp procedures. She reported that it took seven hours to 
get a call back from them regarding which doctors in our area an injured employee should go to see. Rep King said it also 
took her office several hours to receive a call back on who one of her employees should go to see after they had injured their 
thumb. Outgoing Chair Pace said she has not spoken to anyone about the new workman's comp procedures. Chair Jessie 
stated that if it's a life threatening situation that an employee is to be taken to the nearest hospital, they do not have to call 
workman's camp fIrst. 
Regent's Report 
Regent Caudill annonnced that there would be a Board of Regents meeting tomorrow, July 13 to vote on workman's comp 
procedures. He also announced that there would be a Presidential Search Committee meeting. 
Announcements 
Outgoing Chair Pace - There will be a SOAR on Friday, July 16th. There will be a mop-up SOAR (advising only) on Friday, 
July 30th. . 
Rep. D. Sammons - Residence Halls will open August 16th forreturning students and August 18 for new freshmen. She 
asked that anyone interested in helping students move in to e-mail her. RA's wiII move in August 8th. 
Chair Jessie - Presented out-going Chair Pace a plaque thanking her for her support and leadership to Staff Congress during 
her two-year term. 
!Motion: liTo adjourn 
IIProposed: Rep. Kegley !!Seconded: ·Rep. LaFontaine 
!Called for Vote: IiPassed 
Minutes submitted by: Lisa Caskey, Secretary 
II 
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[ STAFF CONGRESS MINUTES 
AUGUST 2, 2004 
MEMBERS: 
IDarlene Allen l!Rhonda Crisp IlDavid Jessie l!Rhonda Mackin IlBelva Sammons I/Willis Taylor 
~1*E~d~B~e~a~m~==lIE!R~a~y~c~ru~m~===lI:IL§i~n~da~K~e~gl~e~y===:Ik\D1~~y~M;,::o~o;,::re~=oil§lD~al~la~s-;:;.s~amm~o~n~s===:IICindYThompson 
§IL~is~a~c~aS~ke~y==tl~IKi~'~m~F~u~ltz~===lI:ID~on~n~a~Ki~'n~g~==tIW~a~m~M~o~ore~===:11R2~ho~n;,::d~a~S~1o~an~===:lronell Tobin 
IJoy Cecil IWhillip James 1~1f. LaFontaine I/April Nutter IlDoug Snedgar ltI'erry White ~1*G~a~y~le~n~a ~c;lin~e::;I~IKri~~' st~ie;J~e~nki;' n;s::~I: 1=* J~effr~. ~eyjL~i~le~s =:~=tI'I~*D~a~rl~en~e~R~a;m~e:y:~It:::I§st~e~ph~a~n;ie~S;te~w~a~rt=,I~IE",li",z:::ab",e""th,-W"-I",'ll",ia:::m",,s 1 
*Denotes member was absent 
I Guests: I Gene Caudill-Director of Physical Plant & Staff Regent and Roger Barker-Director of Human Resources 
Chair Jessie called the meeting to order at I :03 p.m. A quorum was present. 
IMotion: liTo approve the July 7,2003 minutes with corrections 
I ·IIProposed: Rep. B. Sammons IISeconded: Rep. P. Moore 
I 
I 
ICalled for Vote: IIPassed I 
Chair Jessie reported that he had meet with Roger Barker and Gene Caudill 
Chair's Report regarding health care and workman's comp issues. He expressed concerns 
about getting involved with health care early this year. 
IVice-Chair's Report I No report. I 
Rep. Caskey gave budget report for month of July. Beginning budget was 
Secretary's Report $2,941, refreshments for July's meeting cost a total of$90.90 leaving a 
remaining budget of $2,850.10. 
Committee Reports 
Credentials and 
INO report. 
I Elections 
University Standing Rep. Stewart reported she has new appointments for university standing 
Appointments committees. She will submit the names for approval in 'New Business'. 
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IFiscal Affairs IINo report. I 
Personnel Policies 
INO report. 
I and Benefits 
Old Business 
None. 
New Business 
Rep. Stewart reported that the Standing Appointments Committee has recommendations to fill positions 
on eleven university standing, committees. They are as follows: 
Larissa Davis - Affirmative Action 
Peggy Gray - Affinnative Action 
Lora Pace - Employee Benefits 
Keith Moore - Job Classification Review 
Kristi Jenkins - Job Classification Review 
Disciplinary 
Jackie McCleese - Library 
Stephanie Stewart - Planning 
Amy Moore - Planning 
Kristi Jenkins - Planning 
Dallas Sanunons - Planning 
Dave Cox - Scholarship 
Joel Pace - Service 
Pam Moore - Service 
Ruth Ann Harney-Howard - Student 
Keith Moore - Student Life 
Dave Cox - Student Media 
AI Baldwin - Wellness 
Rhonda Mackin - Wellness 
Rep. James expressed concerns regarding Rep. Jenkins being placed on the Job Classification 
Committee. He felt that this would be a conflict of interest being as she is employed by the Office of 
Hwnan Resources. Rep. P. Moore did not feel that this would be a conflict of interest for Rep. 
Jenkins. Chair Jessie requested that there be a recess so that the Standing Appointments Committee 
could discuss replacing Rep. Jenkins on the Job Classification Committee. After a short recess Rep. 
Stewart reported that the Standing Appointments Committee would replace Rep. Jenkins with Rep, 
Williams. 
IMOtiOn: 
I To approve the appointment of new committee members on University Standing 
Committees as submitted 
I 
I Proposed: University Standing 
Appointments Committee Iseconded: None Needed 
I Called for Vote: IIPassed 
Rep. James asked why MSU had a limit on the number of sick days you can use toward retirement 
when KTRS did not have a requirement. Chair Jessie asked that the Personnel Policies & Benefits 
Committee to check on this. 
I 
I 
Rep. James also asked why letters, being sent to those individuals not being hired for ajob they applied 
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for, takes a month and a half to go out after the position has been filled. Roger Barker explained that 
letters can not go out the same day that an individual has asked to fill a position. All appointments have 
individuals on campus who have to approve their hiring before letters can go out to those not getting 
the job. Roger Barker asked that any complaints regarding letters from his office be directed to him or 
his staff 
Rep. White asked about the status of salary employees that may possibly be going to hourly paid 
employees. Roger Barker stated that 276 positions were being reviewed on campus. OHR is 
recommending which positions should be changed frpm salary to hourly based on new federal 
guidelines. All positions making $23,660 or more are being reviewed. Roger Barker went on to 
explain that the reviewing of jobs was brought about due a change in the law for overtime pay from the 
Department of Labor. Regent Caudill asked if the change would affect employees retirement and 
Roger Barker said no it would not. Roger Barker announced the deadline for reviewing jobs is August 
23. Employees will be notified once it has been decided that their position will be changed. 
Discussiou 
Rep. LaFontaine asked why offices were still getting a computer printout of people receiving checks 
when all full-time faculty and staff were made to go to direct deposit back on July 1st. Rep. Williams 
explained that these reports are automatically generated when checks are processed. They are already 
looking in to the possibility of changing this. 
Rep. Kegley asked about a discount for parking tags for those employees who have been her 15 years. 
Chair Jessie asked that the Personnel Policies and Benefits committee check on this. 
Regeut's Report - Regent Caudill said the President's Search Committee would be meeting again on 
August 16. They are hoping to narrow the list of candidates at their next meeting .. 
Announcements 
Rep. Stewart announced that the 2004/05 desk calendars are now ready and will be sold for $6.00 
each. 
Rep. D. Sammons announced that residence halls ,,:,ill open for returning students on Tuesday, August 
17 and for new freshmen on Wednesday, August 18. Anyone interested in helping students move in 
needs to contact her via e-mail. 
Regent Caudill announced that the boulevard will be closed Saturday, August 5th for painting. 
Rep. P. Moore announced that MSU will be supplying all faculty/staff with MSU 101 
calendar/planners this year. 
Rep. LaFontaine announced that the 8th Annual University games will begin on Monday, August 30 
. with the golf scramble and will conclude on September 22. She also announced that two events, 
croquet and softball, were discontinued this year and replaced with racquetball and com toss aka "com 
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hole" 
Rep. James announced that the faculty/staff picnic will be Saturday, September 4. 
Rep. Stewart announced that convocation will be held on Tuesday, August 17. 
Rep. D. Sammons announced that the RA staffwill be moving into residence halls on August 8 and 
that they will be having training sessions August 9-13. 
Regent Caudill announced that University is almost ready to sit up the satellite dish. It should be up 
and fully installed by the end of August. 
Chair Jessie announced that our next meeting will be held on Monday, September 13. 
[Motion: [To adjourn 
I I Proposed: Rep, Stewart I Seconded: Rep. LaFontaine 
[Called for Vote: I Passed 
Minutes submitted by: Lisa Caskey, Secretary 
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MEMBERS: 
Darlene Allen Rhonda Crisp 
*EdBeam RayCrum 
Lisa Caskey Kim Fultz 
Joy Cecil Phillip James 
*Gaylena Cline Kristie Jenkins 
*Denotes member was absent 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
STAFF CONGRESS MINUTES 
AUGUST 2, 2004 
David Jessie Rhonda Mackin Belva Sammons 
Linda Kegley Amy Moore Dallas Sammons 
Donna King Pam Moore Rhonda Sloan 
M. Lafontaine April Nutter Dong Snedgar 
'Jeffrey Liles 'Darlene Ramey Stephanie Stewart 
0)1,4t~ 
Willis Taylor 
Cindy Thompson 
Jonell Tobin 
Terry White 
Elizabeth Williams 
~1i(;~;;~-caudiIlCDirector of Physical Plant & StaffRege~tartd Roger Barker-Director of 
Human Resources 
Chair Jessie called the meeting to order at 1 :03 p.m. A quorum was present. 
rM~tion: ··_·Iio approve th-;;·J~lY·7,-2-0-0-3-m-i;;~t~~-~ith correcti~~~ 
r····--- ·······IProposed: ·R~p:·B~S~-o-n-s-··-m-ISecond;d;R~p. P. Moor~·-·-··--
ICalled for Vote: IPassed 
iChair Jessie reported that he had meet with Roger Barker and Gene Caudill 
Chair's Report iregarding health care and workman's comp issues. He expressed concerns 
!about getting involved with health care early this year. 
IVice-Chair's Report I INo report. 
Isecretary,s Report 
IRep. Caskey gave budget report for month of July. Beginning budget was 
1$2,941, refreshments for July's meeting cost a total of$90.90 leaving a 
iremaining budget of $2,850.1 O. 
Committee Reports 
Credentials and INO report. Elections 
University Standing Rep. Stewart reported she has new appointments for university standing 
Appointments committees. She will submit the names for approval in New Business'. 
IFi;~~1 Affairs .......... ......... INo report. . .. -.•. -.. _, ._- -----,_ . .. . _._--- ..• n._ .. __________ .• 
Personnel Policies and IN rt B fit 0 repo . ene I s 
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Old Business 
None. 
New Business 
Rep. Stewart reported that the Standing Appointments Committee has recommendations to fill positions 
on eleven university standing committees. They are as follows: . 
Larissa Davis - Affirmative Action 
Peggy Gray - Affirmative Action 
Lora Pace - Employee Benefits 
Dallas Sannnons - Planning 
Dave Cox - Scholarship 
Joel Pace - Service 
Pam Moore - Service Keith Moore - Job Classification Review 
Kristi Jenkins - Job Classification Review 
Disciplinary 
Ruth Ann Hamey-Howard - Student 
Jackie McCleese - Library 
Stephanie Stewart - Planning 
Amy Moore - Planning 
Kristi Jenkins - Planning 
Keith Moore - Student Life 
Dave Cox - Student Media 
AI Baldwin - Wellness 
Rhonda Mackin - Wellness 
Rep. James expressed concerns regarding Rep. Jenkins being placed on the Job Classification 
Committee. He felt that this would be a conflict of interest being as she is employed by the Office of 
Human Resources. Rep. P. Moore did not feel that this would be a conflict of interest for Rep. Jenkins. 
Chair Jessie requested that there be a recess so that the Standing Appointments Committee could discuss 
replacing Rep. Jenkins on the Job Classification Committee. After a short recess Rep. Stewart reported 
that the Standing Appointments Committee would replace Rep. Jenkins with Rep. Williams. 
I i,To approve the appointment of new committee members on University Standing Motion: iCommittees as submitted r---------------'r-----------------------------r---------------------------I 
I IProposed: University Standing !seconded: None Needed ,Appointments Committee 
ICalled for Vote: IPassed 
Rep. James asked why MSU had a limit on the number of sick days you can use toward retirement when 
KTRS did not have a requirement. Chair Jessie asked that the Personnel Policies & Benefits Committee 
to check on this. 
Rep. James also asked why letters, being sent to those individuals not being hired for a job they applied 
for, takes a month and a halfto go out after the position has been filled. Roger Barker explained that 
letters can not go out the same day that an individual has asked to fill a position. All appointments have 
individuals on campus who have to approve their hiring before letters can go out to those not getting the 
job. Roger Barker asked that any complaints regarding letters from his office be directed to him or his 
staff. 
Rep. White asked about the status of salary employees that may possibly be going to hourly paid 
employees. Roger Barker stated that 276 positions were being reviewed on campus. ORR is 
recommending which positions should be changed from salary to hourly based on new federal 
911512004 II :49 AM 
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guidelines. All positions making $23,660 or more are being reviewed. Roger Barker went on to explain 
that the reviewing of jobs was brought about due a change in the law for overtime pay from the 
Department of Labor. Regent Caudill asked ifthe change would affect employees retirement and Roger 
Barker said no it would not. Roger Barker announced the deadline for reviewing jobs is August 23. 
Employees will be notified once it has been decided that their position will be changed. 
Discussion 
Rep. Lafontaine asked why offices were still getting a computer printout of people receiving checks 
when all full-time faculty and staff were made to go to direct deposit back on July 1st. Rep. Williams 
explained that these reports are automatically generated when checks are processed. They are already 
looking in to the possibility of changing this. 
Rep. Kegley asked about a discount for parking tags for those employees who have been her 15 years. 
Chair Jessie asked that the Personnel Policies and Benefits committee check on this. 
Regent's Report - Regent Caudill said the President's Search Committee would be meeting again on 
August 16. They are hoping to narrow the list of candidates at their next meeting. 
Announcements 
Rep. Stewart announced that the 2004/05 desk calendars are now ready and will be sold for $6.00 each. 
Rep. D. Sammons announced that residence halls will open for returning students on Tuesday, August 
17 and for new freshmen on Wednesday, August 18. Anyone interested in helping students move in 
needs to contact her via e-mail. 
Regent Caudill announced that the boulevard will be closed Saturday, August 5th for painting. 
Rep. P. Moore announced that MSU will be supplying all faculty/staff with MSU 101 calendar/planners 
this year. 
Rep. Lafontaine announced that the 8th Annual University games will begin on Monday, August 30 
with the golf scramble and will conclude on September 22. She also announced that two events, croquet 
and softball, were discontinued this year and replaced with racquetball and com toss aka "com hole" 
Rep. James announced that the faculty/staff picnic will be Saturday, September 4. 
Rep. Stewart announced that convocation will be held on Tuesday, August 17. 
Rep. D. Sammons announced that the RA staff will be moving into residence halls on August 8 and that 
they will be having training sessions August 9-13. 
Regent Caudill announced that University is almost ready to sit up the satellite dish. It should be up and 
fully installed by the end of August. 
Chair Jessie announced that our next meeting will be held on Monday, September 13. 
9/15/2004 11 :49 AM 
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I ----IProposed: Rep. Stewart 
i-\c-a-n-ed-Co-r-V-o-t-e:--
/Seconded: Rep. Lafontaine 
iPassed 
Minutes submitted by: Lisa Caskey, Secretary 
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MEMBERS: 
Darlene Allen 
Ed 'Beam 
Lisa Caskey 
Joy Cecil 
Gaylena Cline 
o 
Rhonda Crisp 
*Ray Crum 
Kim Fultz 
Phillip James 
Kristie Jenkins 
David Jessie 
Linda Kegley 
Donna King 
M. LaFontaine 
Jeffrey Liles 
Rhonda Mackin 
Amy Moore 
Pam Moore 
April Nutter 
Darlene Ramey 
Belva Sammons 'Willis Taylor 
Dallas Sammons Cindy Thompson 
Rhonda Sloan Jonell Tobin 
"Doug Snedgar Terry Wbite 
Stephanie Stewart Elizabeth Williams 
*Denotes member was absent 
IGuests: I Gene Caudill-Director of Physical Plan & Staff Regent, Roger Barker-Director of Human Resources and Lora Pace-Presidential Search Corrunittee 
Chair Jessie called the meeting to order at 1:00 p,m, A quorum was present. Guests were welcomed. 
IMotion: liTo approve the August 2, 2004 minutes with corrections. 
I Ilproposed: Rep. Sammons IISeconded: Rep, LaFontaine 
ICalled for Vote: Ilpassed 
I 
I 
I 
Chair Jessie suspended the meeting for Lora Pace to give a report on the Presidential search, She reported that since Maya 
search firm has been putting together the list of candidates. Candidates have been nominated by others or applied by hearing 
about job through wO,rd of mouth. The search corrunittee met with the search firm in July to discuss the candidates, In the 
next few days they will have a full candidate pool and start narrowing the pool down. Once finalists have been named the 
campus community will be notified. They are hoping to narrow the pool down to three to four candidates, They still hope to 
name a new President by the end of November or early December. Rep, Lafontaine asked Ms. Pace if she was comfortable 
with the number of candidates. Ms. Pace said yes. Regent Caudill said the corrunittee is very comfortable with the 
candidates who have applied, Ms. Pace did say that timing may of affected the number who actually applied. Rep. A. Moore 
, asked Ms. Pace if she really thought that a replacement for Dr. Eaglin would be named by December. Regent Caudill stated 
that was their hope. Ms, Pace stated that Dr. Eaglin has made it very clear that he will be leaving in December. Regent 
Caudill stated that if we have not named a replacement by January I that the board will take steps to name someone as 
President. 
Chair Jessie reported that he had met with Roger Barker about health insurance and the FLSA 
Chair's Report change. He also reported that on September 3 he attended the Presidential forum regarding 
getting students to campus and retaining them. 
IVice-Chair's Report IINo Report. 
Isecretary's Report I Secretary Caskey reported that in the month of Angust we spent $73,90 for refreshments leaving a balance of $2,776,20. 
Committee Reports 
HCredentials and Elections IINo Report. 
IIUniversity Standing 
IIAppointments 
IIFiscal Affairs 
II 
INa Report 
IINo report. 
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Rep. A. Moore reported that they had met in August to discuss the Academic Department 
Specialist career ladder. Rep. A. Moore reported that the committee had made 
recommendations regarding the ADS career ladder and she had forwarded them on to Roger 
Barker who then sent them on to Dr. Franzini and Dr. Moore. The recommendations made 
were to change the stated score of 4.0 on yearly evaluation be changed to increase score on 
performance evaluation. They also recommended that years of service, education and CEU's 
already completed count toward placing them on the new ladder rather than have all of them 
start at step one. Further infomiation regarding the ADS Career ladder will be covered in 
Discussion. 
Retirees Taking Classes: Rep. P. Moore said that three years ago Staff Congress was asked to look into retirees taking 
classes free a!,d wanted to know what ever became of this issue. Chair Jessie asked that the Personnel Policies and Benefits 
committee check on this. Rep. P. Moore said that the last tiroe this was discussed it was mentioned that dependents of 
retirees be able to take classes for free. Regent Caudill said that due to cost to the University that the retirees committee 
decided not to go further with this. Rep. B. Sammons reported that the retiree committee was not interested in this at this 
time. 
FLSA: Rep. Lafontaine asked Roger Barker about feedback he had received regarding the FLSA. Roger Barker stated that 
OHR has met with the affected individuals and that everything was working out fine. He also stated that MSU is not the only 
university that is iroplementing the new changes. Rep. Stewart asked about the pay schedule for these employees. She 
wanted to know if these employees were going to have to go two weeks without pay and wanted to know how the University 
expected these employees to go a month without a check. Dana Baldridge from Payroll stated that they had reviewed the pay 
schedules and that there was no good time for a break in pay when switching these employees from bi-monthly to bi-weekly 
pay. It has been decided that October 30 would be the break in pay for these employees. Rep. Liles asked if there was an 
appeal process for these employees. Roger Barker stated that they can go thru the same process that employees go thru who. 
wish to have their grades changed. The paperwork for upgrades is due December 30. Rep. Liles asked who was suppose to 
submit a new job description to switch back to exempt staff. Roger Barker said it was the supervisors responsibility to do 
this. Regent Caudill asked if any adjustments had been made for those teaching classes. Roger Barker said no. Rep. B. 
Sammons stated that according to newspapers this law is on hold. Roger Barker said that this is not on hold it became 
effective August 23. Terry Irons asked if these employees can still be hired as adjunct faculty. Roger Barker said if they are 
non-exempt they have to be paid overtime. Roger Barker said a broadcast bulletin will be sent out to all employees as soon 
as everything has been worked out. Roger Barker also stated that camp tiroe is not allowed by university law. If a non-
exempt employee works over 40 hours they are to be paid overtime. 
New Business 
Staff Congress Office: Chair Jessie said that he had spoken with Madonna Weathers regarding the Staff Congress office and 
she said that she would contact him as soon as as spot is available. 
Discussion 
ADS Career Ladder: Rep. A. Moore said she had discussed recommendations with Dr. Franzini, Chair of Chairs' Forum and 
he said that the ADS' have already been awarded for years of service and CEU's already completed that is why the forum 
decided to start all ADS' at step one. He also said that the past Chair of the Chairs' Forum had went to Human Resour~es and 
researched the evaluation score for ADS' over a two year period and 4.0 appears to be a reachable goal. He also said that if 
an ADS did not start at step one it would take them longer to advance. Rep. B. Sammons asked what Staff Congress was 
suppose to do with the ADS career ladder, were we suppose to be voting on it and if so how cquld we vote on it with. out 
seeing the documentation on the suggested career ladder. Roger Barker stated that the career ladder for ADS' took affect on 
July I but Dr. Eaglin requested that Staff Congress see it before it was fully enacted. Rep. P. Moore asked how many other 
career ladders are there? Roger Barker said that five to seven jobs on campus had career ladders. Rep.P. Moore than asked if 
the ADS career ladder was compared to the other career ladders on campus. Rep. A. Moore stated that TRIO's career ladder 
was used in creating the ADS career ladder. Roger Barker said that the ADS career ladder was developed from the KET TV 
career ladder (non-external certification career ladder). Rep. Lafontaine asked if the 10 related workshops/CEU's/classes, etc 
would be at the University's expense or the individual. Roger Barker said that they would be able to use their tuition waivers 
for classes but it should be on their tiroe. Rep. A. Moore said that Dr. Franzini said ADS's had been asked about what type of 
workshops they would like to see offered on campus. Rep. Caskey stated that no ADS had been asked for any input 
regarding the career ladder or type of workshops to be presented. Rep. Caskey made a motion that the ADS career ladder be 
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tabled until Staff Congress can receive further information, Rep. Mackin seconde.d motion. Motion Passed. 'i/.A- 3 
Rep. Kegley asked if there was any chance of getting the HMO insurance back. Roger Barker said no. Roger Barker stated 
that there will be no design change in insurance plans but they still do not know if the premiums will increase. 
Regent's Report 
Staff Regent Caudill reported that the board had a workshop for new members. He also' reported that at the last board 
meeting the fmancial statements from the fIrst quarter were approved. 
Announcements 
Rep. Liles announced that MSU was ranked in the top 25 Universities in the South. This is determined by class size, faculty 
resources and affordability of education. 
Rep. Liles also announced that the Campus Giving Campaign has begnn. He also announced that employees has until 
Wednesday to make their donations and to be registered to win a wide screen TV. 
Roger Barker announced that the contract with Commonwealth Administrators ends this year and that RFP's have been sent 
out seeking new contracts to administrator MSU's insurance plans, FSA accounts and HRA accounts. He also announced that 
he plans on giving the University Employees BenefIts Committee insurance fIgures on Wednesday. Presently MSU is about 
$160,000 in the red with insurance. He also announced that open enrollment wiII be the last week of October or fIrst week of 
November. 
Rep. Lafontaine announced that the university games were still on going and that the corn toss was tonight and the 
racquetball tournament would be tomorrow. She also annonnced that a week from Wednesday would be the luncheon for all 
participants. 
Rep. D. Sanamons announced that Family Weekend was this weekend. 
IMotion: . liTo adjourn 
I Ilproposed: Rep. Lafontaine IISeconded: Rep. Kegley 
ICalled for Vote: Ilpassed 
Minutes submitted by: Lisa Caskey, Secretary 
I 
I 
I 
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I-Darlene Allen IlRhonda Crisp IlDavid Jessie IlRhonda Mackin IIBelva Sammons IIWilIis Taylor ~1-E~d~B~e~a~m~~~I~IR~a=y~c~ru~m==~~II:§-L~i=nd~a~K~e~w~ey==~IF.~~y~M~o=o=re==~IID~al~la~s~s~am=m=o=n=s==1:~lc~in~d~y~Th~om=p=s=o=n~ 
[isa Caskey IlKim Fultz II-Donna King IWam Moore IlRhonda Slone Wonell Tobin 
~oy Cecil IWhilIip James 11M. LaFontaine l!April Nutter II-Doug Snedegar II-TenyWhite 
I'Gaylena Cline IlKristie Jenkins II'Jeffrey Liles IIDariene Ramey IIStephanie Stewart I/Elizabeth Williams I 
*Denotes member was absent 
IGuests: I Lora Pace, Presidential Search Committee and Suzanne Hogge, Human Resources 
Chair Jessie called the meeting to order at 1 :05 p.m. A quorum was present Guests were welcomed. 
IMotion: liTo approve the SeEtember 13, 2004 minutes with corrections. I 
I Ilproposed:- Rep. Stewart IISeconded: Rep. James I 
ICalled for Vote: IIMotion passed. I 
Presidential Search Committee: Lora Pace reported that the search committee had met on Saturday, 
October 2 to review the list of semifinalists. They will be meeting again this coming weekend, October 
9, to do furtherreviewing of the semifinalists list. After the October 9 meeting the search committee 
will narrow the list. The final candidates will begin meeting with Board of Regents members around 
October 16. Also on October 16 the search committee will decide who the finalists will be. Interviews 
for the finalists with faculty and staffwill be done October 25 thru November 1. Mrs. Pace encourages 
all groups to attend these interviews in order for them to be able to give their opinions on each 
candidate. The opinions of faculty and staff will be given to the Board of Regents for their review. 
The search committee is hoping to make an offer by the second week in November. The 
announcement of candidate hired will be sometime the week of Thanksgiving. The searcn firm has 
spoken with each candidate about MSU's timeline of December. Vice-Chair Tobin asked Mrs. Pace if 
the committee felt good about the search firm. Mrs. Pace said yes and reported that the search firm has 
completed extensive background checks on each of the candidates. She also stated that once the final 
list has been made MSU will be able to conduct their own background checks on each candidate. Rep. 
LaFontaine stated that this search firm was the same search firm used in hiring Kentucky State's 
President. Mrs. Pace stated that we have the same lady from the search firm that KSU had. 
Chair's Report 
Chair Jessie reported that he had met with Vice-President Walters and Roger 
Barker about the ADS career ladder. He infonned congress that the issue 
regarding the ADS career ladder was finished. The ADS' had received a 
letter from Provost Moore on September 23 stating such. Chair Jessie also 
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I 
I reported that ~e had spoken with Vice-President Weathers regarding flu shots 
on campus this year. 
IVice-Chair's Re~ort I No Report. I 
Secretary Caskey reported that for the month of September, $62.06 was spent 
Secretary's Report on refreshments for monthly meeting. The Supply Account balance is 
$2,714.14. 
Committee Reports 
Credentials and INoreport 
I Elections 
University Standing INoreport. I Appointments 
Rep. P. Moore reported that Faculty Senate had been in touch with Chair 
Jessie regarding evaluating oftop administrators for the incoming President 
Fiscal'Affairs to review. The pmpose of this would be to give the new President and idea 
of how faculty and staff feel about top administrators. Fiscal Affairs 
Committee has not met about this yet but hope to by the end of the month. 
Personnel Policies Rep. A. Moore reported that they had met several times and have two 
recommendations that will need to be discussed and voted on in New 
and Benefits Business. 
Old Business 
Rep. Stewart stated that a year or so ago it was discussed that a budget committee would be established 
that would have staff Congress and Faculty Senate members. Rep. Stewart stated that she feels there is 
a need to investigate this possibility with Faculty Senate. She reported that she has had both faculty 
and staff members come to her with complaints regarding budget items. Rep. A. Moore stated that the 
last time this was discussed Staff Congress was waiting for Vice-President Patrick to get back to with 
them. Chair Jessie asked the Fiscal Affairs Committee to check on this. 
New Business 
Rep. A. Moore discussed the proposed changes brought to Personnel Benefits & Policies Committee 
from Human Resources-regarding supplemental life-insurance. Human Resources has asked Staff 
Congress for recommendations regarding how MSU charges university employees for supplemental 
life insurance. Rep. A. Moore reported that Human Resources has proposed charging university 
employees based on a banded rate based on age. Rep. Stewart asked ifrates were currently· across the 
board. Rep. A. Moore replied yes that the younger employees were supporting the older employees. 
Rep. P. Moore stated that it seems anymore everything is being based on age. The older you are the 
more it's held against the employee. She also stated that if this is applied to life insurance will soon fall 
over into our health insurance. Rep. Nutter stated that we may be putting our older.employees at an 
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disadvantage for getting life insurance because many could not afford it from a private industry. 
:IMOtiOn: I To adopt recommendation from Human Resources Qf changing supplemental life insurance rates to an age banded system. 
I 
I Proposed: Personnel Policies & 
Benefits Committee Iseconded: None Needed I 
ICalled for Vote: IIMotion did not pass. I 
Rep. A. Moore stated that the Personnel Policies & Benefits Conunittee met and came up with a 
recommendations for changes in health insurance. Rep. A. Moore stated that current plans can not be 
changed, however we have a window of opportunity to change little items within the plans, such as 
deductibles, co-pays, etc. She also reported that the University Employee Benefits committee will meet 
on Wednesday, October 6 to prepare their recommendations to Human Resources. Recommendations 
from Personnel Policies & Benefits Conunittee are as follows. 
I. Co-payments of service should be charged against deductible andlor maximum out of pocket 
2. University increased their contribution toward HRA accounts. 
3. University increases their percentage of contribution toward premium costs. 
4. Lower maximum out of pocket rate for health are and presCription drug plans. 
5 CA does not have the right to deny payment for preauthorized services. 
6. Develop a wellness incentive that is tied to health care. 
7. Lab testing that is deemed preventive as opposed to diagnostic should be co-pay rates not co-
msurance. 
Non-Dollar Items: 
I. Offer better education of the insurance plans to assist campus employees 
2. Require CA to develop better methods of communicating with MSU employees 
3. Increase the auditing procedures regarding CA's performance. 
Rep. D. Sanunons asked what number six under the health care recommendation meant Rep. A. 
Moore explained that they were recommending a health incentive for employees that is not tied to the 
Wellness Center. Rep. D. Sanunons asked why the University doesn't come up with an idea that 
would help with health care cost. Rep. LaFontaine stated that we already had an incentive with the 
Wellness Center. Rep. P. Moore stated that the Wellness Center is always packed therefore making it 
hard for employees to use. She also stated that if she would go on a diet and lose weight it shouldn't 
matter how its done or what facility she would use to aid her in losing the weigh!, they should reward 
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her or any other employees for this. Rep. D. Sammons stated that they can not make it a requirement 
for health insurance purposes. Mrs. Pace stated that any incentive tied to the Wellness Center we 
would have to consider MSU's employees at off-campus facilities. Rep. James stated that the point is to 
have an incentive that is not tied to the Wellness Center, what we are really getting to is a yearly check-
up. 
IMotion: liTo adopt recommendations for changes to health insurance plans. I 
I 
I Proposed: Personnel Policies & 
Benefits Committee Iseconded: None Needed I 
ICalled for Vote: IIMotion passed. I 
Discussion 
Rep. Cecil reported that an employee had come to her with concerns about the nurse helpline that CA 
has for MSU employees to use. Tl).e employee apparently called the helpline ttying to decide if they 
needed to go to the ER and was basically told they were not trained to make those decisions. Suzanne 
Hogge stated that the nurse help line is supposed to assist you in making that type of decision. Rep. 
Cecil also asked if you are recommended by the helpline to go to the ER how can CA come back and 
say they will not pay. Mrs, Hogge stated that if you are given an authorization number to visit the ER 
then CA will pay for the visit. Rep. Caskey stated that that was not true for her supervisor. Her 
supervisor's wife was told to go to the ER based on symptoms she was having and CA turned around 
and refused to pay for the visit because they said it was not an emergency. Rep. Nutter also had an 
similar experience for herself when she became seriously ill on a weekend. Rep. Nutter also stated that 
it took her three letters of appeal before CA would· finally pay her ER bill. Mrs. Hogge said that when 
things like this happens the employee needs to call CA to tty to straighten the problem out. If you get 
no satisfactory results then the employee needs to call either her or Angie Thompson for assistance. 
Rep. Caskey reported that her supervisor had already spoken with Angie Thompson and she told them 
that CA had the right to refuse payment on a ER visit if they felt it was not an emergency, even if they 
give you an authorization number to go. Mrs. Hogge stated this was incorrect. Mrs. Hogge went on to 
say that calls to the nurse helpline are logged in and if the call has been taken properly it will be on their 
system and what they told you to do. If the nurse helpline recommends you go lo'the ER then CA will 
cover the visit. Rep. Cecil asked if we have numerous visits to the ER. Mrs. Hogge said yes because 
we had no urgent treatment center in Morehead. Lora Pace stated that we have a major problem with 
the system. She reported that she has numerous problems with CA in getting reimbursed for child 
care. She also stated that she does not see where anything is being done to resolve these problems. 
Mrs. Hogge stated that the first three months of the year was hairy but after that things seemed to be 
going much more smoothly. She estimates that only 3-5% of employees call her office with problems. 
Lora Pace stated when she has a problem she calls CA directly not Human Resources, therefore, OHR 
may not aware of all of the problems. Rep. A. Moore stated that she had a hard time believing that 
only 3-5 % of the employees are calling with problems, she's hearing too many problems on a daily 
basis .. Rep. D. Sammons stated that when we met with CA last Spring they gave us a time line for 
reimbursements and CA needs to be held accountable if they are unable to meet this timeline. If they 
are going to serve MSU then they need to do so. If not we need to find a new company who will. 
Rep. A. Moore reported that only CHA and Anthem serve this part of the state. Mrs. Hogge stated that 
on the bids for this year they only received three bids from CA, United and Bluegrass. Out of those 
three companies only CHA can serve this part of the state, Rep. Stewart stated that when she submits 
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bills to her FSA she receives her check within seven days. She asked why CA can not do this when 
paying from HRA accounts. Mrs. Hogge stated that CA will work with us in trying to fulfill our 
request. Rep. Cecil stated that ifHR works with them on the nurse helpline maybe then the employees 
can get a yes or no on to whether a ER visit is necessary. Mrs. Hogge stated that again only 3-5% of 
the employees complain to them about CA. IfHR does not get the complaints they can't make 
changes. Mrs. Hogge went on to say it had be discussed to do a survey on CA services. Rep. A. 
Moore stated that it had been discussed to do a random survey. Rep. D. Sammons stated that a random 
survey would more than likely not reach those who were having problems. 
Regent's Rellort 
No report 
Announcements 
Rep. James announced that Homecoming was October 21-23. October 21 the homecoming parade 
will take place beginning at 6:30 p.m. on West Main Street. Friday, October 22 there would be a 
welcome reception at the Ramada Inn for alumni. On Saturday, October 23 MSU will face 
Jacksonville State at 1 :OOpm with tailgating beginning at 11 :00 a.m. 
LOra Pace announced that the week of October 25 the Presidential candidates will start arriviog on 
campus for interviews. 
Chair Jessie announced that the Campus Giving Campaign was still going on. 
IMotion: I To adjourn 
I I Proposed: Rep. Cecil I Seconded: Rep. Stewart 
ICalled for Vote: I Motion passed. 
. Mioutes submitted by: Lisa Caskey, Secretary 
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[ MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
I STAFF CONGRESS MINUTES - SPECIAL HEALTH INSURANCE 
I OCTOBER 19, 2004 
MEMBERS: 
IDarlene Allen ilRhonda Crisp IlDavid Jessie ilRhonda Mackin IIBelva Sammons II-Willis Taylor I 
OOd Beam II*RayCrum l!Linda Kegley I!Ai1iLMoore IlDallas Sammons IICindyThompson I 
ILisa Caskey ilKimFultz -llDonna King IWamMoore l!Rhonda Sloan I~onell Tobin I 
poy Cecil IWhillip James 11M- LaFontaine I/April Nutter IIDoug Snedegar Ilreny White I 
I-Gaylena Cline IIKristie Jenkins IITeffrey Liles IiDarlene Ramey !l*Stephanie Stewart ilElizabeth Williams I 
"Denotes member was absent 
fuests: I President Eaglin, Mike Waiters, Vice-President of Administration & Fiscal Affairs, Roger Barker, Director of Human Resources & Gene Caudill, Staff Regent 
Chair Jessie called the meeting to order at 2:00 p.m. A quorum was present. Guests were welcomed. 
Chair Jessie introduced President Eaglin then turned the floor over to him to discuss the 2005 insurance 
rates. 
Dr. Eaglin began by saying that insurance issues are not just at MSU, they are nationwide. He stated 
that as years have gone by there have been major changes that have increased the cost of health care 
and insurance. He went on to state that insurance is the second largest University item behind salaries 
in the budget. Dr. Eaglin stated that when he first arrive~ at MSU insurance costs were at the bottom 
part of our budget. He also stated that his goal has been, as'insurance costs skyrocket, to make sure we 
all take care of ourselves to keep healthcare costs down. If this is not done society has to pick up part 
of the bill. He went on to state that lifestyles cause some of the health problems that many individuals 
have. There has to be an understanding of what MSU and it's employees can do regarding health 
insurance. He stated that MSU would try to stay with the 75/25 rule. However, as costs keep going up 
this has become a moving target. He also stated that he has been accused of trying to have just one 
plan, which is not his objective. 
Dr. Eaglin stated that every year the Benefits Committee, Faculty Senate and Staff Congress bring 
suggestions to him regarding healthcare. This Staff Congress brought forth six recommendations. Dr. 
Eaglin reported that two of these six recommendations will be implemented into our insurance plans for 
2005. These recommendations are that co-pays count toward deductibles and maximum-out-ofpocket 
expenses and that lab tests and x-rays are deemed preventive and should be included with co-pays for 
doctor visits. 
Dr. Eaglin went on to say that the HRA accounts help with deductibles and co-pays for those on the 
CDHP plan. He informed Staff Congress that the amount the University contributes to HRA accounts 
will not be increased for 2005. Dr. Eaglin stated that presently the University pays aimost 78% of 
insurance premiums and that they are trying to keep premiums as low as possible. He went on to say 
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that he felt we needed a wellness program for those with high risk behavior. He stated that he does 
realize some individuals have no control over this behavior due to genes, metabolism problems, etc. He 
agreed with allowing lab tests and x-rays counting toward co-pays for doctor visits because he felt these 
are preventive measures that are used to ward off something more serious later. Hopefully, these 
changes will help improve our long-range health. He went on to state that any cost associated with 
making these two changes to our plans would be absorbed by the University. He stated that we have to 
look at the University as a whole, not as individuals. We are making decisions that are the fairest to the 
group. 
Dr. Eaglin then displayed a chart on the overhead projector to further explain insurance costs for 2005. 
He explained that the reserve amount listed on the chart is needed in order for MSU to handle 
catastrophic situations. He indicated that this amount comes as a group effort. Presently we have 
$710,000 and we need $1,203,000; therefore, we are $493,355 short. The amount needed to reach our 
reserve will be covered 100% by the University. He explained that we will need $6,303,235 for the 
coming year. in order for MSU to remain self insured, it will cost $5.8 million. Of this amount, 
employees pay $1.28 million and the University pays a little more than $4.5 million. This makes 22% 
covered by employees and 78% covered by the University. The 78% paid by the University does not 
include the $493,000 needed for reserve. 
Dr. Eaglin stated that last year we had two programs, the POS and CDHP. The CDHP came with an 
HRA account that help off-set co-pays and deductibles. Last year this plan cost $297,000 of which 
employees paid $37/month premiums. The University is not increasing the premiums on the CDHP 
pl;m for 2005. Dr. Eaglin explained that the POS pian cost $4l7/month for 2004. Employees in that 
plan paid $92/month in premiums. For 2005, CA will charge $540/month, this is a 30% increase from 
2004. Therefore, the University will increase insurance premiums for the POS plan by 30%. For 
2005, the premiums for POS plans will go up as follows: $27 more for single coverage, $40 more for 
2-person coverage and $72 more for family coverage. Premium increases in the POS plan are due to 
the fact that this plan costs more to operate. Again, Dr. Eaglin stressed that the University is not trying 
to get rid of the POS plan. 
Dr. Eaglin asked Staff Congress if there were any questions regarding the premiums for 2005 or other 
questions regarding insurance. Lora Pace stated that she personally had no problems with her FSA 
accounts but has had many problems with the HRA account and child care account She stated that her 
main problem has been the length of time it takes to receive a check from the HRA account or her child 
care account. She went on to say that just in the past two. weeks she finally received a check for child 
care and medical expenses that was filed months ago. She felt that the delay in receiving checks from 
these accounts made it hard to sell participation in this plan. Rep. A. Moore stated that employees can 
opt out of automatic reimbursements and file these claims themselves. Dr. Eaglin asked Roger Barker 
if anything was being done to correct this problem. Roger Barker replied that "we are going to look 
into this" and said that "this has been a major flaw with this program". He went on to state that this is a 
manual run program. Rep. A. Moore stated that maybe people would be more interested in filing these 
reimbursements themselves in order to save the money for something more catastrophic. Rep. D. 
Sanunons stated that she does not feel that everything was explained up front to employees regarding 
the CDHP plan. Dr. Eaglin stated he felt that it should be more user-friendly. Regent Caudill asked if 
local pharmacies had been contacted regarding a prescription plan rather than going through the IPS 
program. Roger Barker responded that two local pharmacies have expressed an interest in working 
with MSU on this for 2005. He also stated that this is a service provided by Commonwealth 
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Administrators. Regent Caudill asked ifHR ever did cost comparisons on drugs with local 
pharmacies. Roger Barker stated that cost comparison is the responsibility of the consumer. Rep. B. 
Sammons stated that in a class she took they did a cost comparison on the most popular drugs and 
found that there were only pennies difference in cost. She went on to say that in their study they found 
Wal-Mart to be a penny or two higher. Dr. Eaglin stated that he has done his best at making sure MSU 
employees have the best possible plan. He suggested that everyone join committees on campus dealing 
with benefits in order to have their voices heard. Rep. P. Moore questioned why we have two levels 
where there is no cost to employees ifboth husband and wife works at MSU. Dr. Eaglin responded 
that this is part of being in the plan. Everyone is contributing; some may be contributing more than 
others. He went on to say that some employees never take out of the plans what they put into them and 
we, as a group, should be glad of this. Dr. Eaglin did state that the University doubled up on the 
amount of premiums for the married couples working here. He stated that if the University is being 
unfair he apologized but he really has no way of handling this issue. Vice-President Walters stated that 
in regards to the response time ofCA, this is something that needed to be· fixed. He encouraged all to 
let OHR know when they have problems in getting reimbursements back from CA. He stated that he 
had problems opting out of the automatic reimbursements and that this may have to be taken care of on 
a case-by-case basis. He stated that employees should let the OHR know of the problems they are 
having. 
Dr. Eaglin stated that Staff Congress had been very mature with their attitude in trying to make the 
insurance plans better. He stated that Staff Congress has always put the University frrst and as long as 
they continued to do this he felt the new President would assist us. 
Rep. Crisp asked if there was a web site that employees could go to check the status of claims and 
reimbursements. Roger Barker stated that there was. Rep. B. Sanunons then asked where was the web 
site. Roger Barker stated that you have to go through the CA web page to view this information. Rep. 
Jenkins stated that we have a web site through CHA but not CA. She went on to state that in order to 
view this through CA you have to call them and request that it be setup for you to view. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
Chair Jessie announced that the November meeting for Staff Congress had been moved to Monday, 
November 8. . 
Regent Caudill announced that Presidential candidates would be on campus the second week of 
November for interviews. He asked that everyone try to attend one of their forums and ask questions 
and then complete questionnaires on each candidate so the Board of Regents will see how the 
University community feels about each candidate. 
IMotion: ITo adjourn 
I I Proposed: Rep. James I Seconded: Rep. A. Moore 
ICaned for Vote: I Motion was passed. 
Minutes submitted by: Lisa Caskey, Secretary 
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MEMBERS: 
Darlene Allen 
*EdBearn 
Lisa Caskey 
Joy Cecil 
Gaylena Cline 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
STAFFCONGRESSNUNUTES 
NOVEMBER 8, 2004 
Rhonda Crisp David Jessie Rhonda Mackin Belva Sammons *Willis Taylor 
RayCrum Linda Kegley Amy Moore Cindy Dallas Sammons Th 
ompson 
Kim Fultz DormaKing ParnMoore Rhonda Sloan Jonell Tobin 
Phillip James M. Lafontaine April Nutter Doug Snedegar *Terry White 
Kristie Jenkins Jeffrey Liles Darlene Ramey *Stephanie Elizabeth Stewart Williams 
*Denotes member was absent 
ilGuests: 
I Roger Barker, Director of Human Resources and Lora Pace, Presidential 
Search Committee 
Chair Jessie called the meeting to order at 1:03 p.m. A quorum was present. 
IMotion: liTo approve the October 4 and October 19,2004 minutes as submitted I 
I IIProposed: Rep. LaFontaine IISeconded: Rep. James 
ICalled for Vote: IIMotion passed. 
Presidential Search Committee Report: Lora Pace reported that Dr. Hughes was on 
campus today for his interview and had already had a 10:20 a.m. forum with university 
staff and would have another forum at 1 :50 p.m. in the Crager Room. Mrs. Pace also 
stated that Dr. Hoff, who will be here November 9 & 10, has interviewed for two other 
university presidential jobs but as of this date has not accepted either of them. Dr. 
Andrews will be on campus Thursday, November 11 and Friday, November 12 and will 
hold forums with university staff at 10:20 a.m. and 1 :50 p.m. in the Crager Room. Mrs. 
Pace reported that about 80 people attended Dr. Hughes' 10:20 a.m. forum today. She 
reminded Congress members that anyone completing evaluations on today's candidate 
needed to get them in by 3:00 p.m. on Wednesday, November 10. 
IChair's -Report I Chair Jessie encouraged everyone to attend the 1 :50 forum with Dr. Hughes. 
Vice-Chair's 
INoreport. Report 
I II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Secretary's 
Report 
Credentials and 
Elections 
University 
Standing 
Appointments 
IFiscal Affairs 
Personnel Policies 
and Benefits 
Old Business 
Secretary Caskey reported that for the month of October $58.45 
was spent on refreshments leaving a balance of$2,655.69 
Committee Reports 
IN~ report. 
Rep. Liles reported that new members to University Standing 
Committees have been assigned and that he will announce those 
names under New Business. 
IINo report. 
Rep. A. Moore reported that the committee had meet to review the 
new PSNE 5. They did not have a quorum present to vote so they 
decided to present PSNE 5 to Staff Congress for review and 
conderation. Further action regarding PSNE 5 will be discussed in 
New Business. 
Rep. B. Sammons asked what the status was on Staff Congress' office and computer. 
Chair Jessie said that he would check on the status ofthe computer and that he has asked 
three times about the status of the office for Staff Congress; however, he will check 
agam. 
I 
I 
Rep. Kegley asked if Staff Congress would check on employees being paid every week 
instead of every two weeks. Chair Jessie said that he would speak with the Payroll Office 
about this matter. 
New Business 
Rep. Liles presented the names of individuals to be added to University Standing 
Committees. Those individuals are as follows: Ruth Ann Harney Howard, Job 
Classification Committee; Jonell Tobin, Affirmative Action Committee; and Dallas 
Sammons, Employee Benefits Committee. 
IMotion: liTo approve names to be added to University Standing Committees 
I 
I Propo~ed: University Standing 
COmmIttee Iseconded: None Needed 
ICalled for Vote: IIMotion was passed. 
I 
I 
I 
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Rep. A. Moore brought forth PSNE 5 regarding overtime pay for classified employees. 'H A f1 
Roger Barker stated that the only change in this policy is that comp time can no longer be 
used in place of overtime pay according to Kentucky law. Rep. King stated that under 
the old policy employees were paid time and a half for hours over 40, the new policy 
does not state a rate. Roger Barker stated that according to the law, employees are to be 
--paid-time-and a half.ef.theiF-regWarpay,-MI7Bafl.ref-Rll3eFted-that-eFfipleyees-san-weFl<rkE------
fluctuating work weeks however this must be approved in writing prior to working. Rep. 
B. Sammons asked if the Personnel Policies and Benefits Committee had any questions 
about the changes to the policy .. Rep. A. Moore said no that the committee felt others on 
Staff Congress would know more about this than they would. 
IMotion: liTo approve changes in PSNE 5 policy. 
I I Proposed: Personnel Ben. & Policy Comm. Iseconded: None Needed 
ICalled for Vote: IIMotion was passed. 
Discussion 
Rep. Lafontaine asked how much overtime pay has been paid by MSU since FLSA 
became law. Roger Barker said he did not know but that it would be easy to acquire the 
information. He will work on this and get back to Staff Congress at a later date. 
Regent's Report - No report. 
Announcements 
Rep. Nutter reported that training is going on for web development with MSU's new web 
system. She asked that anyone interested send her e-mail to register for a session. 
Rep. Snedegar announced that beginning with the Spring 2005 semester MSU would no 
longer have the arena style registration for students. All registration for student will be 
done on-line. The new system will be similar to the Eagle Express Line. All students 
will be contacted via e-mail and flyers will be posted in all campus buildings. Students 
will have November 15th, 2004 - January 25,2005 to pay fees. 
Chair Jessie announced that open enrollment for health and dental insurance will be 
taking place until Friday, November 19th. 
Meeting was adjourned at 1 :40 p.m. 
Minutes submitted by: Lisa Casey, Secretary 
I 
I 
I 
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MEMBERS: 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
STAFF CONGRESS MINUTES 
December 6,2004 
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Darlene Allen Rhonda Crisp David Jessie Rhonda Mackin Belva Sammons Willis Taylor 
*EdBeam RayCrum Linda Kegley Amy Moore Dallas Sammons Cindy Th9mpson 
Lisa Caskey Kim Fultz Donna King Pam Moore Rhonda Sloan Jonell Tobin 
Joy Cecil Phillip James M. Lafontaine April Nutter "'-Doug Snedegar Terry White 
Gaylena Cline Kristie Jenkins Jeffrey Liles Darlene Ramey *Stephanie Stewart Elizabeth Williams 
*Denotes member was absent 
IGuests: IIGene Caudill, Staff Regent and Director of Physical Plant 
Chair Jessie called the meeting to order at 1:05 p.m. A quorum was present. 
IMotion: liTo approve the November 8, 2004 meeting minutes. 
I Ilproposed: Rep. Jenkins IISeconded: Rep. LaFontaine 
ICalled for Vote: IIMotion passed with corrections on page 2. 
Chair Jessie spoke with Payroll office and Vice-President Walters regarding employees being 
paid every week. They both said that this would be of no flnancial beneflt to employees. 
Therefore, this will not be done in the near future. Chair Jessie reported that the Staff 
Chair's Report Congress Executive Council met and decided to have a welcome reception for Dr. Andrews. 
All staff on campus would be invited. Due to this reception the January 3rd Staff Congress 
meeting will be moved to January 10th. The reception for Dr. Andrews will take place on 
Monday, January 10 from 2-4 in the Commonwealth Room. 
IVice-Chair's Report IINo report. 
Secretary Caskey reported that for the month of November $57.42 was spent on refreshments 
Secretary's Report and $38.00 was spent onprinting for the Staff Congress Newsletter leaving a balance of 
$2,560.27. 
Committee Reports 
ICredentials and Elections IINo report. 
University Standing 
Appointments 
IFiscal Affairs 
Personnel Policies and 
Benefits 
INa report. 
I 
Rep. P. Moore reported that she had checked with Faculty Senate regarding the budget 
committee. They told her that their Governance Committee was looking into this and would 
get back to her once a decision has been made. 
INa report. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Old Business 
No old business was brought forth. 
New Business 
No new businesswas brought forth. 
Discussion 
Rep. Liles reminded Staff Congress that the University was in the last two weeks for the Campus Giving Campaign. He 
asked members to remind their constituents ofthis. He also informed Staff Congress that Dr. Andrews will be introduced as 
MSU's President at Spring Convocation on Wednesday, January 12. Rep. B. Sammons asked if there was no inaugural 
ceremony being planned. Regent Caudill stated not at this time. Regent Caudill said that the Board of Regents would be 
presenting Dr. Andrews his Presidential Medallion during the Spring Commencement. Rep. B. Sammons asked if this was a 
national trend, not having inaugurals for University Presidents. Rep. Liles said, yes, that due to cost constraints, many 
universities were opting not to have inaugural ceremonies for incoming presidents. Rep. B. Sammons asked if the job 
evaluations were the same as last year. Chair Jessie said yes, he was aware of no changes being made. Regent Caudill stated 
that he was unaware of any changes and has already started doing his evaluations in Physical Plant. 
Regent's Report - Regent Caudill reported that the Board of Regents would be meeting on December 16. This wiII be Dr. 
Eaglin's last meeting with the Board of Regents. The meeting will begin with a budget meeting at 9:00 a.m. Rep. B. 
Sammons asked if Dr. Andrews would be attending this meeting. Regent Caudill stated no; however, Dr. Andrews will be on 
campus two days next week to work with Dr. Eaglin. 
Announcements 
Rep. D. Sammons announced that residential halls wiII be closing on Saturday, December 18 at 5:00 p.m. and will reopen on 
Friday, January 14 at 8:00 a.m. 
Regent Caudill announced that there will be a commissioning ceremony for the new satellite after the Board of Regents 
meeting on Thursday, December 16 at 11:30 a.m. 
Rep. Nutter announced that there was one more training session on web development for MSU's new web system. She asked 
that if anyone was interested in attending this session to e-mail her. 
Chair Jessie reminded everyone that the next Staff Congress Meeting will be on Monday, January 10 at I :00 p.m. in the 
Riggle Room. 
Meeting was adjourned at 1:20 p.m. 
Minutes submitted by: Lisa Caskey, Secretary" 
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